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Nowadays, the need for three-dimensional miniaturized components is increasing in
many areas, such as electronics, biomedics, aerospace and defence, etc. To support the
demands, various micro-scale fabrication techniques have been further introduced and
developed over the last decades, including micro-electric-mechanical technologies
(MEMS and LIGA), laser ablation, and miniature machine tools (mMTs). Each of these
techniques has its own benefits, however miniature machine tools are superior to any
others in enabling three-dimensional complex geometry with high relative accuracy, and
the capability of dealing with a wide range of mechanical materials. Thus, mMTs are
emerging as a promising fabrication process. In this work, various researches have been
carried out based on the mMTs. The thesis presents micro-machining, in particular,
micro-milling force model and three relevant subsystems for miniature machine tools
(mMTs), to enhance machining productivity/efficiency and dimensional accuracy of
machined parts.
The comprehensive force model that predicts micro-endmilling dynamics has been
developed. Unlike conventional macro-machining, the cutting mechanism in micro-
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machining is complex with high level of non-linearity due to the combined effects of
edge radius, size, and minimum chip thickness effect, etc., resulting in no chip formation
when the chip thickness is below the minimum chip forming thickness. Instead, part of
the work material deforms plastically under the edge of a tool and the rest of the material
recovers elastically. The developed force model for micro-endmilling is effective to
understand the micro-machining process. As a result, the micro-endmilling force model is
helpful to improve the quality of machined parts.
In addition, three relevant subsystems which deliver maximum machining
productivity and efficiency are also introduced. Firstly, ultrasonic atomization-based
cutting fluid application system is introduced. During machining, cutting fluid is required
at the cutting zone for cooling and lubricating the cutting tool against the workpiece.
Improper cutting fluid application leads to significantly increased tool wear, and which
results in overall poor machined parts quality. For the micro-machining, conventional
cooling methods using high pressure cutting fluid is not viable due to the potential
damage and deflection of weak micro-cutting tools. The new atomization-based cutting
fluids application technique has been proven to be quite effective in machinability due to
its high level of cooling and lubricating.
Secondly, an acoustic emission (AE)-based tool tip positioning method is introduced.
Tool tip setting is one of the most important factors to be considered in the CNC machine
tool. Since several tools with different geometries are employed during machining,
overall dimensional accuracy of the machined parts are determined by accurate
coordinates of each tool tip. In particular, tool setting is more important due to micro-
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scale involved in micro-machining. The newly developed system for tool tip positioning
determines the accurate coordinates of the tool tip through simple and easy manipulation.
At last, with the advance of the 3D micro-fabrication technologies, the machinable
miniaturized components are getting complex in geometry, leading to increased demand
on dimensional quality control. However, the system development for micro-scale parts
is slow and difficult due to complicated detection devices, algorithm, and fabrication of a
micro-probe. Consequently, the entire dimensional probing system tends to become bulky
and expensive. A new AE-based probing system with a wire-based probe was developed
to address this issue with reduced cost and size, and ease of application.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
In recent decades, usage of miniaturized components has significantly increased in
various sectors. For micro-fabrication technology, majority of miniaturization research
has been performed within the range of micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS).
However, the system is limited in the breadth of materials, relative accuracy, and
geometry complexity. To overcome these limitations, many researchers have considered
manufacturing methods using miniature machine tools (mMTs), in particular, the microendmilling process. The miniature machine tool has been proved to be a promising
technology in fabricating 3D miniaturized components with complex features as small as
a few microns. Also, mMT enables machined parts to achieve a high relative accuracy for
a wide range of engineering materials. It is very flexible and efficient for economical
fabrication of smaller batch sizes compared with other processes [1].
Unlike macro-machining, cutting mechanisms in micro-machining are unique due to
the effect of the edge radius and minimum chip thickness, which result in increased tool
wear and low productivity. Thus, force modeling for micro-endmilling has been the
interest of many researchers in order to better understand the cutting process. In addition,
for improvement of part quality in micro-machining, three subsystems for cutting fluid
application, tool tip sensing, and dimensional measurement of micro-components are
developed at micro-scale. In this thesis, a micro-milling force model and three
subsystems for miniature machine tools are introduced.
Micro-cutting force modeling has been very effective for parameter estimation,
process monitoring and controlling, and understanding of the cutting process. However,
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due to the complex nature of the micro-machining process during micro-endmilling,
existing mechanistic models developed for micro-endmilling have been simplified and
have not taken into consideration of the two different cutting mechanisms, variations in
the effective rake angle, and elastic recovery after plowing, and minimum chip thickness
effect, etc., which become significantly important at the micro-scale milling. Therefore,
in this thesis, development of a new mechanistic micro-endmilling force model
considering all these effects is introduced.
In micro-machining, particularly, micro-milling and micro-drilling, tool wear poses a
serious limitation to the increase of production rates and production repeatability.
Application of cutting fluids is known to benefit the machining operation through
promoting longevity in cutting tool-life [2]. However, it is likely that traditional macromachining process cutting fluid systems such as flood, high-pressure coolant application,
and liquid-nitrogen-based cooling are not viable approaches in micro-machining. The
impact force of the cutting fluids may be greater than cutting forces that are only on the
order of a few Newtons [3], resulting in tool deflection or even damage. As an
alternative, atomized cutting fluids have been shown to be quite effective in micromilling operations [4]. There are still limited efforts in effective system design,
development and limited understanding of the design parameters for improved system
performance.
In this thesis, new designs for an atomization-based cutting fluid system are proposed.
Design and performance parameters have been identified to improve the performance of
the system, and the effects of the identified parameters on spray beam characteristics
have been investigated. To aid in understanding of the design parameters and issues,
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atomized particle dynamics and the performance of atomized cutting fluids given in [4]
are summarized. Then, two different designs are then presented followed by analytical
experiment of spray characteristics. The analyses on these two designs are compared.
Design issues and parameters of atomization-based cutting fluid application system are
discussed.
Considering the quality of the machined parts, tool setting is one of the most important
factors considered in the CNC machining center. Due to the use of cutting tools with
different geometries, the coordinates of each tool tip should be accurately verified to
ensure overall dimensional quality of the machined parts. In the micro-machining, tool
setting is more important due to small size. Thus, tool tip positioning methods
conventionally used for macro-machining may not be viable approach to the micromachining.
Tool tip is detected using a sensing device or vision system, which is separately
mounted on the machine tool. Up to date, very little methods for the micro-tool setting
have been introduced, and they, in general, fall mainly into two categories. One is to
touch a cutting tool against either a tactile sensing device or a workpiece surface itself.
The other is to detect the tool tip based on non-contact method using laser-based optical
system. The laser-based sensing system is beneficial to measure and monitor tool tip
position during the machining, however the sensing mechanism is somewhat complex,
which causes the system expensive. Alternatively, the conductivity-based method is
widely used due to its low cost, however it has also issues such as electrical damage of a
spindle motor coupled to a micro-cutting tool.
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In this thesis, an acoustic emission (AE)-based method has been employed for sensing
tool-workpiece contact in micro-machining. The AE-based system is relatively easy to set
up on the machine tool, and the AE-based detection method is very cost-effective and
highly sensitive [5]. In general, AE sensor converts mechanical energy such as pushing,
rubbing, touching, or even acoustic sound into electrical charge using piezoelectric effect,
and has been widely used for non-destructive inspection in aerospace, shipbuilding, and
material area, etc [6]. For micro-machining, the AE sensor was first employed to detect
contact between a rotating micro-endmill tip and the workpiece surface, and it was found
to be effective for the surface detection [7]. However, the study has been limited in the
only Z axial orientation. Thus, using same sensing algorithm, surface detection
considering effects of various parameters on repeatability is further analyzed as well as in
all axial directions of X, Y and Z axis.
Finally, the need for dimensional quality control of machined parts, micro-coordinate
measuring machine (µCMM) is strongly required. The advance in miniature machine
tools has increased the higher need of quality control of fabricated micro-scale
composites. For the dimensional control, mostly available systems in the market are
coordinate measuring machine (CMM) and atomic force microscope (AFM). However,
these machines are confined to measure the parts within the scope of macro-scale and
nano-scale, respectively. Thus, the demands for dimensional probing system at microscale have been increased. As primary requirements of the system, the higher precision
and lower probing force are important, which are still confronting challenges in the
dimensional metrology field.
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The probing technologies using micro-probe have been introduced by many
researchers, and they, in general, fall mainly into two categories. One is method by
touching an object surface with sensing elements such as probe tip and the other is to
detect the surface based on non-contact method [8] using laser-based optical lenses.
Considering cost- and size-efficiency, the tactile probing method is selected to be more
beneficial in our research. The most commonly used principle for tactile probing is the
touch-trigger probe system. For instance, Dai et al. [9, 10] introduced probing system
with piezo-resistance sensors with easy and accurate measurement and cheap and robust
transducer. However, for three dimensional measurements, at least three sensors need to
be coupled to the probe, which makes the probing units large and complex. Also, another
various alternatives have been adopted for 3D contact micro-probing system such as
micro-probe with optical position detector based on three diode lasers, which enable the
probing force less than 1.0 mN [11]. Recently, Kűng et al. in 2007 introduced the
advanced probing system with kinematic structure of the 3D touch probe and magneticholding of the probing element and mechanical damping [12]. The Effective moving
mass is only 7.0 g to enable keep the dynamic contact forces as low as 0.5 mN, and
repeatability of 5 nm. Among commercial available micro-CMMs, F25 is capable of a
measuring uncertainty of 250 nm at a resolution of 7.5 nm. This touch sensor, based upon
a silicon chip membrane and integrated piezo-resistive elements, allows the probe to
operate with very low probing forces, of the order of 0.5 mN [13].
With various implementation introduced above, the majority of the probe system
seems to meet the metrological requirements of micro-precision and low probing force.
However, as the probe diameter is decreased, robust and precise fabrication of the probe
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becomes difficult, and the sensitivity of the touch sensing systems needs to be
significantly improved, resulting in complicated detection devices and algorithms.
Consequently, the entire probing system tends to become large in size and ends up being
expensive.
A new probing on system method that consists of a wire-based probe and an acoustic
emission (AE) sensing for touch detection is introduced in this thesis. Unlike the
traditional spherical probe, the wire-based probes are relatively easy to fabricate, and the
AE-based detection method is very cost- and size-effective and highly sensitive. For
example, the currently available Zeiss F25 costs about 1 million dollar, however the
proposed system can build up less than 40,000 dollar, fulfilling the metrological
requirements. Besides, the spinning probe overcomes the “snap-in” and adhesion of the
probes to the workpiece surface during touching operation, which is a major problem for
typical micro-scale probes. The AE sensor was first employed to detect contact between a
rotating micro-endmill tip and the workpiece surface for micro-machining [14]. A similar
contact detection algorithm is used to detect the contact with the wire-based probe and
the micro-scale component to be measured.
In summary, this thesis is introduced as follows: a new mechanistic model
development including aforementioned effects is first described to understand the cutting
process in the micro-milling. Then, three subsystems to improve productivity in micromachining are introduced. Cutting fluid application, tool tip sensing, and probing the
dimensional measurement of the miniaturized components is presented one by one.
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1.2 Literature Review
In this section, the relevant research for modeling the mechanics and dynamics of the
micro-endmilling process is reviewed. Also, for the machining efficiency, subsystems in
relation with the cutting fluid application, tool setting, and metrological probing system
are studied. Process modeling of the conventional macro-milling is first presented as a
basic machining understanding. Since micro-machining, unlike macro-machining, has
different cutting mechanism due to comparable tool edge radius to uncut chip thickness,
previously introduced model for the micro-endmilling will be discussed.
For the subsystems delivering increased productivity and efficiency in the micromachining, existing systems are studied. Conventional cutting fluid application methods
at macro-scale are presented first. Since these traditional methods are not viable approach
to the micro-machining, a few applications at micro-scale is reviewed. Secondly, tool
setting methods for the macro-machining is introduced and then micro-tool setting
systems are discussed. Finally, various probing methods as micro-scale for dimensional
quality control are introduced, and the probing force and repeatability as evaluation
criteria are studied, respectively.
1.2.1 Process Modeling in Endmilling
1.2.1.1 Process Modeling in Macro-Endmilling

Model development for micro-endmilling process is key to the enhancement of the
macro-endmilling process. Since the effect of the factors such as different tool dynamics
and cutting mechanism due to comparable tool edge radius to uncut chip thickness in
micro-endmilling turn to be significant at micro-scale. In this section, traditional research
on endmilling force will be presented.
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The mechanistic modeling approach has been widely studied by many researchers to
predict cutting forces of processes such as turning, drilling, and milling, etc., and a
number of models have been developed [15-18]. The cutting forces are based on the
models related to the chip load through specific cutting energies, which can be
determined from calibration experiments. Whereafter, the cutting forces are predictable
for any cutting processes within the scope of the calibration. The cutting forces are
composed of normal (dFn) and friction (dFf) forces modeled as being related to the uncut
chip thickness (Ac) as [18]
dFn = Kn dAc

(1.1)

dFf = Kf dAc

(1.2)

where, Kn is the specific cutting energy and Kf is the specific friction energy. Many
researchers investigated to study the values of the specific energies, and which are
determined by the tool and workpiece materials as well as process geometry and
conditions. The specific energies rely highly on cutting speed (V), uncut chip thickness
(tc), and normal rake angle (αn). The follow equation is obtained empirically, based on the
cutting parameters above as
In Kn = a0 + a1 Intc + a2 InV + a3 In αn + a4 Intc InV
In Kf = b0 + b1 Intc + b2 InV + b3 In αn + b4 Intc InV

(1.3)
.

(1.4)

where, a0~a4 and b0~b4 are specific coefficients determined by experiments. Once the
normal and friction force are obtained, the model can be extended into 3D oblique
cutting, composed of tangential (Ft), radial (Fr), and axial (Fa) forces in endmilling as
[20]
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𝑑𝐹𝑡
cos𝛼𝑛 cos𝛽
cos𝜂sin𝛼𝑛 cos𝛽 + sin𝜂sin𝛽
−sin𝛼𝑛
cos𝜂cos𝛼𝑛
𝑑𝐹𝑟 =
𝑑𝐹𝑛 +
𝑑𝐹𝑓
−cos𝛼𝑛 sin𝛽
−cos𝜂sin𝛼𝑛 sin𝛽 + sin𝜂cos𝛽
𝑑𝐹𝑎

(1.5)

where β is the helix angle of the endmill and η is the chip flow angle.
The endmilling process can be discretized by angle, flute, and slice for further analysis
after dividing the endmill into axial segments [21]. Considering the rotating endmill as
being composed of the Nth angular positions (Nθ), the Nth elemental axial disks (Nz), and
the number of flutes (Nf), this method can be accomplished. Then, both Eqs. (1.1) and
(1.2) are rewritten as
dFn = Kn tc(i,j,k)dz

(1.6)

dFf = Kf tc(i,j,k)dz

(1.7)

where dz is the thickness of each axial disc element, and tc (i,j,k) is the chip thickness for
the ith disc, jth flute, kth angular position. Once the elemental forces in the tangential and
radial forces are obtained from Eq. (1.5), the forces can be expressed into the absolute
coordinate system,
dFX (i, j, k) = -dFr (i, j, k)cosθ(i, j, k) + dFt (i, j, k)sinθ(i, j, k)

(1.8)

dFY (i, j, k) = -dFr (i, j, k)sinθ(i, j, k) - dFt (i, j, k)cosθ(i, j, k)

(1.9)

where dFX (i, j, k) is the elemental X force applied to the ith disk element and jth flute at
the kth rotated angular position θ(i, j, k), and dFY (i, j, k) is the elemental Y force. The total
force Fx(k) and FY(k) in both X and Y directions at the kth angular position is determined
by summing the elemental forces over all the disk elements and flutes as
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NZ

Nf

𝐹𝑥 𝑘 =

𝑑𝐹𝑋 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘

(1.10)

𝑑𝐹𝑦 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘

(1.11)

i=1 j=1

NZ

Nf

𝐹𝑦 𝑘 =
i=1 j=1

The computation of the chip thickness, tc(i,j,k) are required from the kinematics of the
tool rotation with respect to the workpiece in Eqs. in (1.6) and (1.7).
1.2.1.2 Process Modeling in Micro-Endmilling

In micro-endmilling, there are complex non-linearity affecting the cutting mechanism
such as minimum chip thickness (hcmin), edge radius, and elastic recovery effect. For
example, the cutting edge radius of the micro-endmill is comparable in size of the chip
thickness. As a result, no chip formation is occurred when the chip thickness is below the
minimum chip forming thickness (hcmin) for the cutter edge radius-workpiece material
pair [22]. When the chip actually forms, the finite edge radius of the tool causes plowing
to occur, resulting in increasing in cutting forces [23, 24]. Because of the minimum chip
thickness (hcmin) and plowing force component, the tool is excited differently in microendmilling resulting in different dynamic response of the micro-endmill. Thus, in this
section, work reported regarding minimum chip thickness (hcmin) and modeling of
plowing force components will be presented.
A. Minimum Chip Thickness (hcmin) Effect

The schematic describing the principle of the minimum chip thickness (hcmin) is shown in
Figure 1-1. The workpiece deforms under the edge of the tool when the chip thickness is
less than the minimum chip thickness (hcmin) in case either (a) or (b), and the chip only
starts to form at the moment of the chip thickness greater than the minimum chip
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thickness (hcmin) in case (c). Yuan et al. [25] investigated the minimum chip thickness
(hcmin) effect with two different edge radii of 0.3 and 0.6 µm. The researchers found that
chips are not formed when the chip thickness is less than a critical value, approximately
30 % of the tool edge radius. The surface was also observed with respect to the chip
formation. They found that the surface was affected by minimum chip thickness. Also,
the minimum chip thickness is observed to be different depends on the material between
aluminum and copper [25, 26]. It was found that Copper has lower minimum chip
thickness value in half than the aluminum.

Generated Surface

Generated Surface
Original Surface

Original Surface

h
tcc
(a) hc < her

her

Generated Surface
Original Surface

tc
hc

hher

(b) her < hc < hcmin

tcc
h
(c) hc > hcmin

Figure 1-1: Schematic of chip thickness (hcmin) (a) below minimum chip thickness and

(b,c) above the minimum chip thickness of orthogonal cutting process with chip
formation.
The first attempt at incorporating the minimum chip thickness effect was made by
Vogler et al. [27, 28]. It is assumed that the workpiece plastically deformed without any
chip formation at the condition of the chip thickness less than the minimum chip
thickness. Then, the deformed material is fully recovered after the tool pass. Thus, the
deformation forces are modeled and incorporated to the cutting force model, which is
proportional to the volume of the interference between the tool flank and the workpiece.
The tool-workpiece interference mechanism was developed by Wu [29] as shown in
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Figure 1-2, and the model was adopted for the minimum chip thickness effect. Wu
observed the minimum chip thickness effect increased the total cutting forces and
lowered surface quality, as shown in Figure 1-3, in particular, at the low feed rates.
However, the vibration caused by micro-endmilling was not incorporated for the cutting
force model for the Vogler‟s research. Thus, Liu et al. [3] enhanced the force model by
including the micro-endmilling vibration. The researchers explained the instability relies
on feed rate and the volume of the material recovered elastically.

Tool-workpiece interference area
Tool
V
Workpiece

Figure 1-2: Schematic of the tool-workpiece interference mechanism

(a) Low feed rate

(b) High feed rate

Figure 1-3: Surface roughness at (a) low and (b) high feed rates.
B. Cutting Force Model

In micro-endmilling, the cutting edge radius of the endmill is comparable in size to the
chip thickness. As a result, no chip is formed when the chip thickness is below the
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minimum chip thickness [30], and instead, part of the work material plastically deforms
under the edge of the tool and the rest elastically recovers. The unique change in the chip
formation process, introduced above as the minimum chip thickness effect and the
associated material elastic recovery, causes increased cutting forces [27] and surface
roughness [28] at low feed rates.
Albrecht [23] theorized that the plowing mechanism was the second most dominant
mechanism affecting the machining force after the shearing mechanism. The plowing
mechanism is the most possible cause for the size effect, which is the increase in the
specific energy with decrease in chip thickness. The size effect is observed in micromachining with a finite edge radius tool partly because of plowing force components. In
addition, based on the energy balance analysis, the increase in the specific energy as chip
thickness decreases is because of not only plowing force component, but also decrease in
the shear angle caused by the effective rake angle, which is lower than the actual rake
angle [31]. Since then, when the chip forms during cutting with a finite edge radius tool,
it was also verified by Manjunathaiah [32] that the effective rake angle, as shown in
Figure 1-4, becomes highly negative and varies at different uncut chip thickness, and the
plowing force component is present under the tool edge [33]. Thus, it is desired to have a
micro-endmilling force model that includes these effects in the modeling.
Later, the slip-line plasticity model developed by Waldorf et al. [33] was used to
predict the micro-endmilling forces during orthogonal machining including the effect of
the prow angle. The slip-line field is shown in Figure 1-5. A stable build up region occurs
in this model and is shown shaded with point A at the point of material separation. The
line AB is a type I slip-line and represented the shear angle inclined at an angle of ø to
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the uncut workpiece surface. The prow is a region of material compression ahead of the
chip and is shown inclined at an angle of ρ to the workpiece surface. The field below AB

αα

(( u,
u,ξtξtc)c)
Effective Rake Angle, αavg

ttcc

ξt
ξt cc

αavg
Y
X

Figure 1-4: Effective rake angle concept.

Figure 1-5: Schematic of Wadorf plowing force model.
can be determined based on geometrical and frictional considerations. The frictional
stress, τ, on line CA is assumed proportional to the flow stress, k,
τ = m* k,

(1.12)
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where m is the friction actor. Slip-lines meet line CA at angles of η and (π/2) - η
according to
η = 0.5cos-1m

(1.13)

.

The angle θ and γ are found from the geometry of the problem to be

𝜃=

𝜋
4

− 𝜌 − 𝜑,

𝛾 = 𝜂 + 𝜑 − sin−1

2sin𝜌sin𝜂

(1.14)

R is the radius of the circular fan field centered at A, which can be iteratively solved from
the following equation,

R = sinη (re tan

π α
2Rsin𝜌 2
+ +
) + 2(Rsin𝜌)2 .
π
4 2
tan + α
2

(1.15)

.

The forces in this model are determined from the forces acting along the shear plane, line
AB, and the bottom of the build-up region, line CA. The stresses in the slip-line field are
found based on the equilibrium conditions that require
p + 2kψ = constant

.

(1.16)

along a type I slip-line and
p - 2kψ = constant

(1.17)

Along a type II slip-line, one that is perpendicular to a type I slip-line, where p is the
hydrostatic pressure and ψ is the counter-clockwise angle through which the slip-line has
rotated. Since no normal or tangential stresses act on the free surface of the prow, p is
equal to k on that surface. The slip-lines have rotated by –

on the shear plane, resulting

in
p=k* (1+ 2θ)
Along CA, the slip-lines have rotated by – (θ + γ) resulting in

(1.18)
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p= k*(1+2θ + 2γ)

(1.19)

.

The force along the shear plane in the cutting (c) and thrust (T) directions are then found
to be
FS,C = k *w (cosø + (1+ 2θsinø)lAB

(1.20)

FS,T = k *w ((1+ 2θcosø - sinø)lAB

(1.21)

Where w is the width of cut and lAB is the shear plane length,
lAB = tc / sinø

(1.22)

Thus, the forces along CA are found to be
FP,C = k * w(cosη(2cos(ϕ-γ+η)+(1+2θ+2γ+sin(2η))sin(ϕ-γ+η))lCA
FP,T = k * w((1+2θ+2γ+sin(2η) )cos(ϕ-γ+η)-cos(2η)sin(ϕ-γ+η))lCA

(1.23)

In this approach, the unknown parameters needed to predict the forces are the flow stress,
k, the shear angle, ϕ, the rake angel, α, the friction factor, m, and the prow angle, ρ.
When the chip thickness is less than the critical chip thickness, the plowing forces
without chip formation are normally modeled as proportional to the volume of
interference between the tool and the workpiece. For the orthogonal cutting process, the
interference volume is shown as shaded region in Figure 1-6. The better predictable
plowing forces can be then computed incorporating the interference volume.

p

re

γ0

θ1
θ2

Figure 1-6: Schematic showing interference volume.
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More complicated slip-line plasticity models that take into consideration elastic-plastic
deformation and elastic recovery have been developed by Jun et al. [34]. Incorporating
the effect of minimum chip thickness into the micro-endmilling force model was first
attempted by Vogler et al. [27]. It was assumed that only elastic deformation occurs in
case of plowing/rubbing when the chip thickness was less than the minimum chip
thickness. However, observed irregularity on the machined surface due to the plastic side
flow [35] and burr formation [36] seem to suggest that the tool workpiece interaction is
more likely to be elastic-plastic in nature.
Jun et. al pointed out that the overall material removal process in micro-endmilling
when the edge radius is large relative to the feed rate is influenced by three types of
material removal mechanisms during micromachining, as given in Figure 1-7 and 1-8.
When the uncut chip thickness tc is smaller than a certain critical value tce, only elastic
deformation occurs in the workpiece material, i.e., the deformed material will fully
recover to its original position. As tc increases beyond tce, the deformation becomes
mixed elastic-plastic. In this case, a constant percentage pe of the workpiece material
undergoes elastic recovery as the tool passes. The other material undergoes plastic
deformation. When tc increases to the minimum chip thickness, denoted as tcmin, the
deformed material is removed as a chip and the elastic recovery rate pe drops to 0. Thus,
in micro- endmilling, where each flute goes through all of these material removal
mechanisms in a single path, a comprehensive methodology to compute the dynamic chip
thickness is required to include the influences of not only the process parameters and
dynamic vibration but also the elastic recovery from the previous tooth paths.
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Fang also developed a universal slip-line model for rounded-edge tool [37]. Finite
element model approach has also been taken by many researchers to model the micro
cutting process and understand the size effect [38], machining stresses [39, 40], and
influence of cutting edge radius on the wear resistance [41]. However, these methods
require many assumptions, and the parameters used in the model are difficult to estimate.
There are mechanistic models developed for micro-endmilling processes [42, 43], but
these models do not consider the effect of edge radius and minimum chip thickness.
Recently, a mechanistic model considering the effect of edge radius, plowing and
shearing dominant regimes, and the minimum chip thickness has been developed [44].
However, in this model, plowing forces during chip formation, rubbing forces during
plowing without chip formation, and changes in the effective rake angle, which were
reported to be important [29, 32, 33], have not been considered.

Figure 1-7: Chip load considering the effect of elastic recovery (Case 1).
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(a) Case 2

(b) Case 3
Figure 1-8: Chip load considering the effect of elastic recovery for cases 2 and 3.
1.2.2

Cutting Fluid Application System

Tool wear in machining poses a serious limitation to increased production rate. Cutting
fluids have been shown to be quite effective in increasing tool life in machining
operations. Also, cutting fluid during machining is used to enhance surface integrity,
move the chips or swarf out of the cutting zone, and provide temporary in-process
corrosion prevention on parts, etc. Traditional cutting fluid systems at macro-machining,
such as flood, high-pressure coolant application, and liquid-nitrogen-based cooling are
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first reviewed. For the micro-machining, however, it is likely that these methods are not
viable approaches. Thus, an alternative method is required for the micro-machining. Up
to date, atomization-based methods have been proved to be attractive in micro-machining
and various atomization-based methods are reviewed in this section.
1.2.2.1. Cutting Fluid Application System at Macro-Scale

Various methods of applying cutting fluid, e.g., flooding, spraying, dripping, misting,
brushing, are conceivable in macro-machining. Among them, traditionally, the cutting
fluid application system is primarily based on flood and jet application methods. Flood
cooling is a method of delivering coolant to the cutting zone with a low pressure pump. A
flood of cutting fluid applied on the workpiece is shown in Figure 1-9. For the jet
cooling, a jet of cutting fluid is applied on the workpiece directed at the cutting zone, as
shown in Figure 1-10.
For more than a century, the two application methods have seemed to be the standard
for coolant delivery, due to its simple application. However, there are basic requirements
or limitations to consider for the application of the flood cooling as follows [45]:


Nozzle Positioning: With modern tool-changing technology, it is difficult to
optimize nozzle placement unless the coolant delivery system is mounted directly
on the tool.



Nozzle Design: Generally, most of the flood coolant application systems do not
require specially designed nozzles or delivery lines. However, nozzles that
generate a laminar flow of fluid are more efficient and generate much less mist
and foam.
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At the point of cut: It is important to ensure the fluid is ejected to the point of cut
in the right direction. A high-pressure, high volume stream of fluid play important
role to remove from the cutting zone when the stream of the fluid comes from the
bottom of a hole is very beneficial, however the fluid pushing the chips back
down the hole will cause problem.



Critical zones of fluid delivery: Cutting fluid functions at the cutting tool tip, at
the tool flank, and as an interface between the chip and the tool face. Thus,
penetration of amount of proper cutting fluid is critical at the interface. Thus,
depending on the cutting methods, special nozzle design or positioning is required.



Tool velocity: As tool velocities increase, it is best to eject the fluid from the
nozzle at 100% to 120% of the tool velocity. If the fluid is moving at the velocity
of the tool, or a little faster, it is not necessary to accelerate the fluid to the speed
of the tool and it does not exert a parasitic drag on the operation.

Figure 1-9: Flood application method.
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Figure 1-10: Jet cooling method.
1.2.2.2. Cutting Fluid Application System at Micro-Scale

Cutting fluid application system in micro-machining requires enhancements to the macromachining that considers the system size and controllability of the fluids, such as droplet
size, velocity, and focusing etc. Friedrich [46] developed a 22 μm diameter milling tool
and used liquid nitrogen for cooling the workpiece to the near-brittle state such that the
specific cutting energy can be obtained and appropriate feeds can be achieved at low
cutting speed, and machined images are shown in Figure 1-10. Yan et al. [47] looked at
surface roughness of single crystal silicon under different coolant conditions (dry,
kerosene, and water) in ultra-precision cutting using a diamond tool to study ductile mode
machining of single crystal silicon. However, these methods may not be viable
approaches due to large impact force of the cutting fluids. Also, reduced levels of surface
tension and viscosity and very small particle sizes will be likely required to penetrate into
the small cutting zone through the boundary layer of air around the tool periphery,
formed due to high rotational speeds (50-500K rpm). Furthermore, due to increased
plowing in micro-machining, there is increased friction at the tool-workpiece interface,
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and consequently, a good lubricating property of the cutting fluid is essential and
important for extended tool life.

Figure 1-11: The machined image of micro-cut applied the liquid nitrogen-based cooling,
(a) the thinnest wall in 8 µm width and 62 µm height (scale bar = 10 µm) and (b) stepped
wall (scale bar = 100 µm).
An alternative method for cutting fluid application that has been proved to be
attractive in micro-machining is the atomization-based method where atomized droplets
can access the cutting zone, absorb heat while acting as a lubricant, and remove heat from
the cutting zone through evaporation [48]. Spray cooling has been found to be very
effective in cooling of electronic circuits (> 100 W/cm 2) [49]. Extensive research has also
been done to understand the effect of spray characteristics on the interaction between
atomized droplets and the contact surface [50]. Mundo et al. [51] observed that droplet
impinging on a solid wall describes mainly two different processes, deposition and
splashing, as shown in Figure 1-12. It has been found that cooling capacity and droplet
impingement are influenced by spray characteristics (droplet size, distribution, and
velocity), which are affected by atomization parameters and cutting fluid properties [49,
50]. The thin film due to impingement of the droplets can also provide good lubrication
on the surface. Fluid properties such as surface tension and viscosity also have been
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found to be strongly related to heat transport and lubrication in conventional machining
[52].

(a)
(a)

(b)

(a) Deposition

(b)

(b) Splashing
Figure: 1-12: Schematic views of (a) deposition and (b) splashing process.

Recently, Jun et al [4] verified use of atomized droplets for cutting fluid application in
micro-milling was proven to be quite effective in terms of prolonging tool life, cooling,
and improving surface finish. The system was designed to ensure spreading of the
droplets on the workpiece surface based on the analysis of the atomized droplet
impingement dynamics. The results of the initial experiments, as shown in Figure 1-13,
conducted to examine the viability of the system show that the cutting forces are lower
and tool life is significantly improved with the atomized cutting fluids.
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(c)

(a)

(c)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(d)

Figure 1-13: Peak-to-valley cutting forces at the feed rates of (a) 0.33 and (b) 1.0
mm/flute, and wear of the micro-end mill after (c) dry cutting 5 slots and (d) wet cutting
45 slots.
1.2.3 Tool Tip Sensing Method

Tool tip position is detected
using a sensing device or vision system, which is generally
(d)
separately mounted on the machine tool. They, in general, fall mainly into two categories.
One is to touch a cutting tool against a tactile sensing device or a workpiece surface
itself. The other is to sense the tool tip based on non-contact method using laser-based
optical system.
Up to date, very little methods for the micro-tool setting have been introduced. In
recently decade, Langstaff [53] developed the laser-based measurement system for tool
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tip positioning. The system is confined to measure the cutting tool less than 50 μm in
diameter, due to the limited size of the laser beam spot. Furthermore, since the system
requires two separate measurement steps for a tool and a workpiece, relatively longer
time is required to measure the position of the tool tip. Also, Renishaw [54] has recently
introduced advanced laser-based non-contact devices, which enable to detect the position
of a tool in diameter from macro- to micro-scale up to 30 μm. In addition, the device can
distinguish the cutting tool from coolant and swarf under the real machining conditions.
This technology of tool recognition enables the rotating cutting tool to be rapidly checked
and monitored at any time of the machining. Nevertheless, these methods do not seem to
be widely employed due to the high cost and the complex sensing mechanism using laserbased system. Thus, simplified and low-cost sensing system is required at micro-scale.
A conductivity-based system is more widely used because it is less expensive.
However, this system only relies on the conductive workpiece. Besides, a spindle coupled
to a cutting tool may be damaged at contact with the workpiece since the spindle is not
electrically isolated [55]. For a unique tactile method, Japanese researchers [56] have
developed a unique sensing method using movable axis supported by fluid bearings. The
research have shown that, since the axis moves without friction, even small load by the
touch between cutting tool and a workpiece can affect the movement, which is detected
by built-in velocity sensors. However, this method is only limited to the specific machine
tool using stages supported by frictionless bearings. Each system introduced above is
reviewed in this section:
1.2.3.1 Non-Contact Sensing Method
A. Laser-based measurement system by Langstaff [53]
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Principle of the tool placement Tool tip positioning method has been developed based
on the laser, which involves two systems for workpiece surface measurement and tool tip
location measurement. For a workpiece surface measurement, using position feedback of
the metrology stages and the laser displacement sensor, the repeatability can be accurate
less than ±0.2 μm. For tool tip detection, a fiber optic occlusion sensor is employed,
which is beneficial to fast, non-contact, and repeatable tool tip detection. Also, it is
available to measure a variety of tool types including endmills and drills in diameter
between 50μm and 1000μm. Figure 1-14 shows the kinematic mount-based system
mounted on a miniature machine tool for sensing an endmill tip position.

Figure 1-14: Tool tip position system on a 5-axis mMT.
Evaluation of the tool positioning

The accuracy is separately determined on locating

the surface of the workpiece and the tool tip. Experimental results for sensing the surface
of a workpiece and a tool tip are shown in Figure 1-15 and Table 1, which repeated one
hundred times at a spot. First, the surface of a workpiece is commended to approach
within the measurement range of the laser. Once the surface is detected, the Z coordinates
of the surface is recorded. The results show a standard deviation of 0.09 μm.
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Table 1 shows the repeatability results of detecting the tool tip using the same method
described above. Experiment was carried out with various tool geometries at the spindle
speed of 160,000 rpm. It is found that the bigger tool in diameter has better standard
deviation on the repeatability. Also, for the two different geometries of endmill and drill,
detectable minimal diameters are given in Table 1. For the endmill and drill, 50 and 150
µm is the smallest one detected using developed system respectively, resulting in 1.09
and 0.53 µm for the repeatability on the tool tip detection.
Table 1. Repeatability on tool tip detection
φ [μm]

Tool Type

σ [μm]

50

endmill

1.09

150

endmill

0.45

150

dirll

0.53

500

endmill

0.25

Figure 1-15: Measurement repeatability date.
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1.2.3.2 Tactile-Sensing Methods
A. Conductivity-Based Measurement System by Popova et al. [55]

A low-cost method for setting up the Machine tool Working Coordinate Systems
(MWCS) was presented for micro-milling. The system adopts a technique for detecting
the contact between the tool tip and a workpiece surface, which employs an on-machine
tool workpiece voltage monitoring system. Experiments are carried out to evaluate the
feasibility with an ultra-precision miniature machine tool.
Principle for the tool tip detection

Tool-Workpiece Voltage Monitoring (TWVM)

system have been developed for detecting a tool breakage during micro-milling and
drilling [55] and the same method is employed to detect the tool tip. The schematic of the
system is shown in Figure 1-16. Since the closed electric circuit between a spindle and a
workpiece is selected, voltage variations generated at contact of the tool tip against a
surface of a workpiece. Then, the conversion of the voltage variation is processed into a
digital signal, and which is sent to the CNC controller as an input value for the tool tip
detection.

Figure 1-16: Tool-workpiece voltage monitoring system.

Experiment result for tool tip position
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Experiments for setting up MWCS were

conducted to verify the repeatability of the proposed method. Accurately machine two
sets of five square pins were used as a reference of the measuring. The deviations of the
pins‟ side walls from the MWCS origins in the X-Y plane and their heights in Z axis
were measured. The experimental results are shown in Table 2. For the repeatability of
the proposed system for setting up MWCS, the error in Z axis was much bigger, it is
explained due to the temperature increase in the spindle, result in excessing about 20 μm.
Table 2: Experimental results

Popova et al. concluded a new system developed for tool tip positioning with respect
to a wokpiece in micro-machining. Based on the results from the experiments, the
conclusions can be summarized as follows:


The method is not limited to shape and size of the tool and workpiece. Thus, it is
available to apply this system for complex 3D machining;



The system is highly sensitive to detect accurately the contact between the cutting
tool and the workpiece. In addition, uncertainties such as the spindle thermal
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enlargement and touch probe run-outs are introduced to enhance the repeatability
and accuracy.


The proposed method can be only relied on the conductive materials however, it
is introduced to use a thin metallic coating of which the thickness is known.

B. Frictionless Movable Axis-Based Sensing Method [56]

A miniature machine tool employing frictionless movable axes supported by fluid
bearing is developed to accurately detect a contact between a tool and a workpiece
surface. The key components on the machine tool for sensing are comprised of a position
detector and a contact detector. The position detector is to sense relative positions of
movable axes, i.e., deviation of movable axes between commended positions and
detected positions of the axes. Contact detector plays a role of scanning the surface of the
workpiece by moving the tool relative to the workpiece using the movable axes to detect
contact between the tool and the workpiece, based on the position deviations detected by
the position detector.
In an ultra-precision machine tool employing frictionless movable axes supported by
fluid bearings, even slight force exerted on the movable parts causes the movable parts to
move, which is used to detect an increase in position deviation. Thus, machining surface
is detected simply by a contact between the tool and the workpiece, and the contact point
can be detected as the location of the machining start point.
1.2.4 Probing Method for Measurement of Micro-Components

The probing technologies using micro-probe have been introduced by many researchers,
and they, in general, categorized mainly into two categories. One is method by touching
an object surface with sensing elements such as probe tip and the other is to detect the
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surface based on non-contact method [8] using laser-based optical lenses. Since noncontact applications are high in cost and large, review in this section focuses on the tactile
probing, which is cost efficient and smaller.
The most commonly used principle for tactile probing is the touch-trigger probe
system. For instance, Dai et al. introduced probing system with piezo-resistance sensors
[9, 10] with easy and accurate measurement and cheap and robust transducer, however
for three dimensional measurement, at least three sensors need to be coupled to the probe,
which makes the probing units large and complex. Also, another various alternatives have
been adopted for 3D contact micro-probing system such as micro-probe with optical
position detector based on three diode lasers, which limit the probing force less than 1
mN [11]. Recently, Kűng et al in 2007 [12] introduced the advanced probing system with
kinematic structure of the 3D touch probe and magnetic-holding of the probing element
and mechanical damping. The Effective moving mass is only 7g to enable keep the
dynamic contact forces as low as 0.5 mN, and repeatability of 5 nm. Among commercial
available micro-CMMs, F25 is capable of a measuring uncertainty of 250 nm at a
resolution of 7.5 nm. This touch sensor, based upon a silicon chip membrane and
integrated piezo-resistive elements, allows the probe to operate with very low probing
forces, of the order of 0.5 mN [13].
With various implementation introduced above, the majority of the probe system
seems to meet the metrological requirements of micro-precision and low probing force.
However, as the probe diameter is decreased, robust and precise fabrication of the probe
becomes difficult, and the sensitivity of the touch sensing systems needs to be
significantly improved, resulting in complicated detection devices and algorithms. In the
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following sections, various probing systems are introduced in detail, however,
consequently, the entire probing system tends to become large in size and ends up being
expensive.
1.2.4.1 Contact (Tactile) Probing System

The probing force, as one of the primary requirements for the micro-/nano-probing
system, is main challenge for the contact method between probing elements and the
workpiece surface. Many recent researches have presented low probing force-enabling
technologies, and which seem to be low enough not to damage both an object surface and
a micro-probe. In general, micro-/nano-repeatability is achievable with the determination
of the surface detection sensitivity and the probe design such as a probe tip sphere, where
real contact occurs, and stylus length and diameter. In next sections, various tactile
probing technologies are introduced, which achieve the low probing force and high
accuracy.
A. Optic Fiber Probe

Touch probe using fiber optic displacement sensors A touch probe system using three
fiber optic displacement sensor [58] was presented for the improved sensitivity and
repeatability. Stainless steel sphere in diameter of 1.5 mm was coupled to the end of
probe stylus through elastic bodies that enable the ball to be displaced in three directions.
Basic concept of the touch probe using the fiber optic displacement sensor is when the tip
ball touches the workpiece, fiber optic displacement sensors are triggered due to the
deformation of the elastic body, which cause the change in output voltage of the sensors.
Finally, the ball‟s coordinates and orientation are recorded. Schematic of the proposed
system is shown in Figure 1-17.
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Figure 1-17: A schematic of a 3D probe consisting of three displacement sensors.
The minimum resolution of the tip ball displacement was less than 12 nm and the
measurement force was approximately 0.6 mN in the horizontal direction and 4.5 mN in
the vertical direction. The achieved low probing force is mainly due to the selected optic
elastic adhesive. The tip sphere is bonded to the end of the three optic fiber using optical
elastic adhesive. The used adhesive has a quite low elastic modulus of 0.14 GPa, and
which enable the tip sphere to be easily deformed by a small probing force.
Optical-probe incorporating a Bragg grating strain sensor

A contact micro-probe

system based on an optic fiber presents high sensitivity and repeatability. In the optical
fiber probe with a fused tip sphere, a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) strain sensor has been
incorporated in the probe stylus [59] as shown in Figure 1-18. The FBG is a type of
distributed Bragg reflector built in a short segment of optical fiber that reflects particular
wavelengths of light and transmits all others. When the probe tip contacts the surface of
the workpiece, A strain is induced along the probe stem and a Bragg wavelength is
shifted. Once the wavelength shift is signal and, the contact is issued.
With the FBG sensor element integrated directly into the probe itself, the probe
system can be simplified and achieve high sensitivity and repeatability. Strain
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distributions in axial and lateral loading orientation have been analyzed. Based on the
proposed system, the probing resolution was shown about 60 nm in the axial loading.
However, in the lateral, i.e., x and y directional loading, the sensitivity was not verified.
Besides, the probing force was not also studied.

Figure 1-18: A structure of the micro-probing system using FBG sensor.
B. Micro-probe based on silicon membrane

The probing system consists of two main elements, a micro-probe and sensing elements.
A micro-probe is composed of a stylus and ruby ball with a diameter of 300 µm, attached
to the end of the stylus. In Figure 1-19, the sensor-element is based on a silicon
membrane made of single crystalline silicon and the thickness of the membrane was
minimally designed to 20–30 µm to lower the elasticity of the membrane. The membrane
is coupled to the stylus of a micro-probe and determines the probing force. Workpiece
surface is detected by the piezo-resistive semiconductor elements in the membrane,
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which change their resistance dependent on the mechanical strain occurring at the contact
between a probe tip and workpiece. These piezo-resistive elements are wired to four
Wheatstone-bridges. From these four signals the deflection of the probing sphere in all
three directions can be calculated [60].

Figure 1-19: New concept of the micro-prong system.
The total dimensions of the sensor element are relatively small in volume of 6.5 mm x
6.5 mm x 0.4 mm. The probing force of 10 mN was realized and repeatability of the
system is reported that a peak-to-valley value of 76 nm in the z direction.
C. Micro-probe using piezo interferometry

The application of the piezo interferometer [61] for the micro-probing is, in general,
makes the mechanical setup complex and high in cost, whereas it is beneficial in
maintaining high sensitivity and low probing force. The probing system is composed of
the laser interferometer, the adjustment unit and the probing head. The micro-probe is
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coupled to flexure hinges, which support elastically the probe unit, as shown in Figure 120. The selected hinge is fabricated from a thin foil in thickness of 0.06 mm, which keep
the probing force low. The probing concept is based on a piezo interferometer to sense
the probe deflection, which is caused by touch between the probe tip sphere and a
workpiece surface.
The repeatability of the probing system is achieved to be 0.19 µm. However, the
measuring error is still remained due to the attribution of thermal drift and the
incremental probe (±0.2 mm over 12 mm working distance) and the angular error of the
probing direction from the deflecting direction. Thus, the drift has also been measured.
For a measurement period of four hours the thermal drift is determined to be 0.16 µm. If
the probing system is calibrated each 30 min, the drift can be reduced to 0.1 mm (air
conditioned to 20 ±0.5 °C).

Figure 1-20: Mechanical setup for 3D probing system.
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D. Piezoelectric-based micro-probing system

In 1880, since piezoelectric effect - mechanical deformation/vibration is generated at a
certain frequency by a given voltage when an electric charge is applied- was discovered it
was applied in various areas. For the micro-probing system, piezoelectric transducer
(PZT) also applied [62]. Since the piezoelectric transducer is small in size and low in cost,
the piezo-based sensing system can be simplified in structure and cost-effective. The
proposed micro-probing system is composed of a micro-probe and two sensing elements,
a driving and a sensing electrode, as shown in Figure 1-21. The basic concept of sensing
the surface is as follow: first, the stylus is axially vibrated by PZT at the resonant
frequency excited by sinusoidal voltage. Once the probe tip sphere, attached to the end of
the stylus, touches the surface of the workpiece, vibration restraint caused by contact
changes the voltage amplitude, and the voltage signal is picked up by the sensing
electrode.
When the probe tip sphere contacts the workpiece at a perpendicular to the stylus,
friction force is generated due to the axial vibration of the stylus. On the other hand,
when the probe tip approaches axial direction of the stylus, impact force occurs between
the probe sphere bottom and the workpiece. Thus, the probing force deviation is caused
depending on approaching orientations of the probe, which may also affect the sensitivity
of the surface detection. Overall, the measuring force was calculated to 0.15 mN on
average and the repeatability was achieved less than 2.0 µm under the optimal conditions.
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Figure 1-21: Structure of the probe and two sensing elements.
1.2.4.2 Non-Contact (Optical) Micro-/Nano-Probing System

The most well-known advantage of the non-contact method based on optical lenses is the
measuring speed compared with the tactile methods, whereas most of the optical probing
systems have limitation on achieving high aspect ratio, which is confined mainly due to
the Rayleigh criterion. Also, real three dimensional measurements with resolutions far
below one micron in all axes are not capable. However, the currently introduced system
seems to enhance these weak points of the optical micro-probing system.
A. Auto focusing micro-probe using DVD pickup

Laser interferometer-based probing system using several optical lens, in general,
increases complexity and cost of the probing system. Here, a low-cost optical probe
system is introduced using DVD player pickup applied [63] as an auto focusing laser
probe. The commercially available pickup head was applied, and the principle of the
DVD player was identically adopted.
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In principle as shown in Figure 1-22, firstly, a laser diode produce a 650 nm
wavelength light source, and which is polarized by a grating plate. Next, after passing
through a beam splitter and a quarter wave plates, by an objective lens, the light beam is
accurately focused 2 mm above the workpiece surface in diameter of 1.0 mm. The
reflected beam is converted to signals to image on a four-quadrant photo detector using
the quarter wave plate. The auto-focusing probe is built in the nano-resolution position
stage to form a prototype non-contact micro-CMM.
For accuracy improvement, the photodiode outputs is used as feedback control of the
moveable lens position, which is suspended by the voice coil motor within the sensor. In
such way, the focal spot of the beam remains coincident with the object surface. The
experimental results verified the achieved accuracy is within 30 nm for FES short-range
detection (below 30 mm) and 0.1 mm for long-range detection (up to 1 mm).

Figure 1-22: Structure of the probe and two sensing elements.
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B. Laser trapping nano-probe

Tactile probing system may damage the workpiece surface and lead to deflection of the
probe, which result in probing inaccuracy. In particular, when nano-scale is involved, the
surface deformation by the contact force between the probe and the workpiece is
relatively higher than the one in the macro-scale. To avoid these specifications of the
nano-probing system, a new concept has been proposed based on the laser trapping probe
[64]. In general, the laser-trapping probing system has outstanding benefits as follow:


High sensitivity



Low measuring force



High sphericity of the probe



Dynamically controllable probe characteristics

In Figure 1-23, a glass micro-sphere was used as a probe tip, which is optically
trapped in air by using a single-beam gradient-force optical trap. The probe sphere is
sinusoidally vibrated along the optical axis of the trapping laser in the orthogonal plane.
As the probe sphere approaches to the workpiece surface, the vibration signal is changed,
and which is detected for the surface sensing.

Figure 1-23: Concept of the laser-trapping probe.
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The laser-trapping probe unit has mainly two functions, laser trapping and detection of
probe sphere motion. A laser-diode-excited fiber laser was used as the light source for
laser trapping. The trapping laser is collimated with the collimator lens and then
expanded such that it has the same diameter as the pupil of the objective on the back
surface by the relay lens system. After passing though the reflection prism and the
harmonic separator, the trapping laser reaches the objective (100 x, 0.95 N.A., and W.D.
0.3 mm). A probe sphere is trapped underneath the objective. A silica sphere that is 8 mm
in diameter is employed as the probe sphere. The motion of the probe sphere is measured
from the backscattered light from the surface of the probe sphere. An LD laser (l = 1064
nm, CW mode) that illuminates the probe coaxially with the trapping laser is used as the
light source. Backscattered LD lasers are collected by the second objective and then
detected by a photo detector (PD). The PD is arranged to measure 1D lateral motion of
the probe sphere in the XY plane.
The performance of the laser trapping probe has been evaluated based on the
assessment of the flatness and microsphere. As a result, it was observed that the lasertrapping probe is capable of sensing 3D objects, and the repeatability of sensing is 32 nm.
The uncertainty of the nano-CMM against the flatness and microsphere was estimated to
be 335 nm (k = 2). For further development, micro-artifacts are required for the nanoCMM. The performance is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Performance of the coordinate stage.
Repeatability (nm)

X-axis
3

Y-axis
3

Z-axis
9

Accuracy (nm)

19

28

25

Lost motion (nm)

16

16

1

Thermal drift (nm/°C)

1231

622

2078
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C. Probing system based on spherical capacitive plate

A proposed three dimensional probing system is based on a spherical capacitive plate for
a non-contact probing at nanometer resolution [65]. The spherical capacitive plate shown
in Figure 1-24 is used to convert the micro gap between the plate and the workpiece
surface being measured into a capacitive signal. Experimental results indicate that when a
3mm probing head is used, the probing system has a resolution of better than 5 nm. With
nonlinearity corrected, the residual nonlinear error is less than 10 nm in the full-range.
The proposed system can therefore be used for submicron measurement of small
structures with dimension larger than 3 mm and depth down to 100 mm.

Figure 1-24: Principle of a spherical capacity plate.
1.2.4.3. Scanning-Based Micro-Probing System

The scanning force microscope (SFM) is a metrology tool for the study of surface
topography using the force interaction, which is generated from a deflection of the
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cantilever between a probe tip and a wide variety of sample surface. It is configured with
a micro-/nano-fabricated cantilever probe and force sensing elements. Sensing
technology of the cantilever deflection is commonly based on optical lever or optical
interferometer methods, where the motion of the cantilever is monitored by a reflected
laser beam. However, this optical based detection makes the system setup complex and
only enables the system to be implemented in limited environments.
A. Scanning probe microscope based on self-sensing cantilever probes

Unlike conventional SFM, the sensing elements are directly integrated into the cantilever
itself, which enable the equipment of the external deflection detectors to be eliminated. In
the system, a self-sensing piezo-resistive cantilever is used to detect the deformation of
the lever and a very compact SFM unit has been developed based on a newly designed
chip holder, which allows simultaneous fixing of the chip and contacting of the piezoresistive sensor electrodes. This compact unit can be also tilted to perform threedimensional investigation, which is not feasible with conventional SFM [66]. At the end
of the cantilever, a 100 µm ruby sphere is attached, where real contact is measured.
Image of the compact SFM is shown in Figure 1-25.
The deflection of the cantilever is converted into an electric signal proportional to the
applied strain either directly (piezoelectric layer on the cantilever) or indirectly following
a change in resistance (piezo-resistive layer or elements) or capacitance (the double beam
structure of the cantilever) of the sensing network. All of these self-sensing cantilevers
are characterized by the presence of small contact electrodes on the cantilever chip. The
chips are normally glued to a small printed circuit board (PCB) and contacted by wire
bonding.
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The piezo-resistive cantilever (piezo-lever) unit can be used as a standalone SFM head
working in dynamic mode. Due to its compact design and small physical size it is easy to
tilt the sensor head, which allows us to perform surface measurements on sidewalls and
inclined surfaces. Also the determination of the three-dimensional geometry of micro and
nano parts becomes possible, when the absolute position and orientation of the sensor is
known.
Another advantage of the compact size of the SFM head is the straightforward
combination with an optical microscope objective. In such a combined system the optics
are used to visualize a large area of the sample in order to select rapidly a region of
interest for the local SFM measurements. Besides this basic function the optical system
may be used also to obtain quantitative dimensional information from the object, like in a
combined interference microscope system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-25: (a) Image of the compact SFM unit (4 mm × 3.5 mm × 35 mm) and one cent.
The cantilever chip is fixed by five finger-like contacts. „E‟ points to the eccentric cam
and „L‟ to the release lever. (b) close-up view of the cantilever chip.
B. Scanning contact probe using float plane and focus sensor
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New high precision contact scanning probe able to measure miniature components on a
micro-/nano-coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is proposed. In Figure 1-26, the
contact probe is composed of a fiber stylus with a ball tip, a floating plate and focus
sensors. The stylus is attached to a floating plate, which is connected to the probe housing
via four elastic wires. When the probe tip is touched and then deflected by the workpiece,
the wires experience elastic deformations and the four mirrors mounted on the plate will
be displaced. These displacements can be detected by four corresponding laser focus
probes. To calibrate this touch trigger probe, a double-trigger method is developed for a
high-speed approach and a low-speed touch. Experimental results show that the probe has
a symmetric contact property in the horizontal XY plane. The contact force is found to be
about 10.9 mN. The standard deviation of the unidirectional touch is less than 10 nm and
the pre-travel distance is around 10 nm with a standard deviation of less than 3 nm [67].
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Figure 1-26: Probe mechanism and (a) probe at rest, (b) probe in contact.
A broad range of probing systems introduced above is developed in a recent decade
for micro- /nano-components. Current work on the probing system by many researcher
have a lot improved the feasibility. However, none of them seems to meet simplicity in
structure. Since each system has utilized the appropriate combination of a few sensing
methods to minimize the limitations of single sensing method the system became
complex in structure and high in cost. Thus, considering the simplicity and cost
efficiency, a new probing system for measurement of miniaturized components is needed.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
The objective of this research is to improve the machined part quality and productivity of
the micro-machining on miniature machine tools. Micro-endmiling force model
considering the unique cutting mechanism is developed to understand the cutting process,
which enable precisely to predict the cutting force under the various cutting conditions. In
addition, three developed subsystems for cutting fluid application, tool tip (surface)
detection, and measurement of machined micro-components also play important roles for
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quality enhancement of the machined micro-parts. For the cutting force model and three
subsystems, each objective is described as follows:


Micro-endmiling force model: Dynamics of the micro-endmiling process is not
easy to understand and model. Thus, development of cutting force model for
micro-endmiling incorporating the unique cutting/plowing mechanism caused by
a finite edge radius in micro-machining is the goal of this research, which can
predict micro-milling force more accurately;



Cutting fluid application system: During the machining, tool wear results in
directive machined part quality and productivity. Thus, considering atomized
particle dynamics, development of ultrasonic atomization-based cutting fluid
application system is the goal for effective cooling and lubricating the cutting tool
and the workpiece;



Acoustic emission (AE)-based tooltip (surface) detection: In the micromachining, tool setting is more important due to micro-scale involved, which
results in overall dimensional accuracy of the machined parts. Thus, development
of AE-based sensing system is the goal of this research for a tool tip-workpiece
contact in micro-machining, enabling a simple, low-cost, highly sensitive sensing
mechanism;



Probing system for measurement: Probing system is important for dimensional
quality control. Thus, development of a new probing system that consists of a
wire-based probe and an acoustic emission (AE) sensing method for touch
detection is the goal of the research, which considers the metrological
requirements of micro-precision and low probing force. In particular, as the probe
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diameter is decreased, robust and precise fabrication of the probe becomes
difficult, and the sensitivity of the touch sensing systems needs to be significantly
improved, resulting in complicated detection devices and algorithms. The wirebased probes are relatively easy to fabricate. For the efficiency, cost-effective and
highly sensitive sensing system is focused to develop.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The aim of this thesis is to improve micro-machining using miniature machine tools in
four areas, including cutting force model for micro-endmilling, cutting fluid application,
tool tip sensing, and metrological probing of a micro-component. Chapter 1 presents a
review of the existing relevant research for four main works.
In Chapter 2, micro-endmilling force model that takes into account the unique cutting
mechanism in micro-machining due to a finite edge radius and variations in the effective
rake angle and shear angle etc. will be presented. Then, calibration and validation of the
micro-endmilling force model is carried out.
In Chapter 3, ultrasonic atomization-based cutting fluid application system is proposed.
Design and performance parameters have been identified to improve the performance of
the system, and the effects of the identified parameters on spray beam characteristics
have been investigated.
In Chapter 4, acoustic emission (AE)-based surface detection system is introduced for
a tool tip positing. The basic concept of AE based touch sensing is first addressed and AE
sensitivity for surface detection is analyzed. Then, considering the effects of the input
parameter values, the repeatability of the AE-based system is verified.
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In Chapter 5, the organization of the research is as follows: The basic concept of AE
based touch sensing along with the wire-based probe geometry are first addressed.
Experimental results to examine the repeatability of the wire-based system are
subsequently reported. Finally, summary of the work is presented. Finally, Chapter 6
summarizes this research work and outlines future work.
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Chapter 2: Mechanistic Approach of Micro-Endmilling Force
Model
In this paper, a new mechanistic micro-endmilling force model is presented. This model
considers the minimum chip thickness effect and the two different cutting mechanisms:
cutting with chip formation and plowing/rubbing without chip formation. The effective
rake angle, αe, becomes more negative as the uncut chip thickness is decreased, and the
changes in the αe have also been included in the mechanistic modeling, as well as the
plowing force component under the edge during chip formation. During plowing/rubbing
without chip formation, material in front of the cutting edge “piles up”, goes through
elastic-plastic deformation, and flows under the edge. Part of the plowed materials
recovers back and rubs against the flank face of the tool. The effects of material pile-up
in front of the cutting edge and rubbing force acting on the flank face have also been
included in the mechanistic modeling presented in this paper.
2.1 Model Development
Given the uncut chip thickness, h, for each engaged cutting flute element, the differential
cutting forces are computed by assuming an orthogonal cutting process. Due to the tool
edge radius and the existence of the minimum chip thickness, there are two separate
mechanisms leading to forces in micro end milling – (Case I) cutting with chip formation
and (Case II) plowing/rubbing without chip formation.
A comprehensive chip thickness model has been developed in [34] to determine the
correct chip thickness, including the effects of the trochoidal tool path, minimum chip
thickness, elastic recovery, and tool vibrations. The same chip thickness model is
employed in this research. For tool vibrations, the receptance coupling technique was
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used to determine the tool dynamics, which combines experimental and finite element
(FE) methods to acquire the dynamics of the end mill at the tool tip [44]. In this section,
the mechanistic modeling of the micro-endmilling process is presented.
2.1.1 Shearing Dominant Regime Force Model Development

Consider a micro end mill of nominal radius of R as being composed of a finite number
of axial slices. When the chip forms, the forces acting on the tool with a finite edge
radius, re, are shown in Figure 2-1. Since the material near the cutting edge tends to flow
in the direction at the same angle as the effective rake angle, αe, the forces on the rake
face act on the projected line AC, where A is the point on the edge radius at the height of
the minimum chip thickness, hc, and C is the last point of tool-chip contact interface. The
height of the minimum chip thickness is also sometimes referred to as the penetration
depth at which point the work material separates [68]. The material above the minimum
chip thickness or penetration depth forms a chip whereas the material below is plowed
under the edge. The plowing force acts on the projected line AB, where B is the bottom
point of the tool.
The shearing force component that acts on AC is modeled as

dFns  K ns h  ( z )  dz
dF fs  K fs h  ( z )  dz

(2.1)

where dz is height of the differential flute element, and Kns and Kfs are the specific cutting
energies or cutting coefficients for the shearing dominant regime, and θ is the rotational
angle of the tool. The forces on AC expressed in the cutting and thrust directions (dFcs
and dFts) are written as
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Figure 2-1: Chip formation forces on tools with finite edge radius

dFcs  dFns cos  e  dFfs sin  e
dFts  dFns sin  e  dFfs cos  e

(2.2)

or

dFcs  h( K ns cos  e  K fs sin  e )dz
dFts  h( K ns sin  e  K fs cos  e )dz

(2.3)

The plowing forces acting on AB are modeled as proportional to the minimum chip
thickness since the amount of the plowed material depends on the value of the minimum
chip thickness,

dFnp  K np hc dz
dFfp  K fp hc dz

.

(2.4)

The plowing force component in the cutting and thrust directions (dFcp and dFtp) are
expressed as
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dFcp  dFnp sin  dFfp cos

(2.5)

dFtp  dFnp cos  dFfp sin
or

dFcp  hc ( K np sin  K fp cos )dz

(2.6)

dFtp  hc ( K np cos  K fp sin )dz

where Knp and Kfp are the specific plowing energies or plowing coefficients for the
plowing dominant regime and  is given by

1
2

 re  hc 

 re 

  cos 1 

(2.7)

and re is the edge radius. The total cutting and thrust forces can then be found as the sum
of the shearing and plowing components as

dFc  dFcs  dFcp
 h( K ns cos  e  K fs sin  e ) dz
 hc ( K np sin  K fp cos ) dz
dFt  dFts  dFtp

,

(2.8)

 h( K ns sin  e  K fs cos  e ) dz
 hc ( K np cos  K fp sin ) dz

or
 dFc 
 dF    H s  As  K s  dz
 t

where

(2.9)
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(2.10)

T

The above equation requires computation of the effective rake angle at the uncut chip
thickness h. For formulation of the effective rake angle, consider instantaneous rake
angles for the three elements on the edge of the tool shown in Figure 2-2. Due to the
rounded edge, the instantaneous rake angle (αi) varies depending on the location the
element on the edge. For the element at the top on the rake face in Figure 2-2, the
instantaneous rake angle equals the nominal rake angle. The effective rake angle can be
computed by averaging the instantaneous rake angles of all the elements below the uncut
chip thickness h. Thus, when h < re(1+sinα), the effective rake angle can be obtained as


t
1
e 
 i re d
re t  c  c



t
1



   re d

re t  c  c 
2



(2.11)
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 t   c   
2
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t  cos 1 1 


h
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 h 
c  cos 1 1  c 
re 


(2.12)
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When h ≥ re(1+sinα), the effective rake angle is determined as

e 

1

re     c

2

 
2

 tan   
r

0



   re d  re tan  r
2


(2.13)

where

tan r 

h  re 1  sin  
re cos 

(2.14)

After integration, the effective rake angle comes out to be

e 

1
2



2



 c2  4  c   tan  r
2


2

   c  tan  r

.

(2.15)

Therefore, after substitution, the effective rake angle can be written as

 h  re 1 cos   sin   1

 h  re  2 cos   sin   1
e  
1

 t   c   

2

h  re 1  sin  
h  re 1  sin  

(2.16)

where

 2 c2 c
1  


2 8 2 2

 2     c


2

(2.17)
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Figure 2-2: Elemental effective rake angles for element on the round edge.
2.1.2 Plowing Dominant Regime Force Model Development

The cutting force model, when the chip thickness is less than the minimum chip
thickness, is shown in Figure 2-3. Since no chip formation is involved, material
separation does not occur. Instead, material piles up at the height hbf in front of the edge
and flows under the tool, and part of the material is elastically recovered to the height her,
which is in contact with the clearance face along DF.
The plowing force component acting on DE is modeled as

dFnp  K np (h  hbf )dz
dFfp  K fp (h  hbf )dz

(2.18)

where hbf is the height of the material pile-up in front of the edge. Notice that the plowing
process shown in Figure 2-3 is similar to a scratching operation and this material pile-up
or front ridge is normally encountered in a scratching operation. The plowing force
component in the cutting and thrust directions (dFcp and dFtp) are written as

dFcp  dFnp cos  p  dFfp sin  p
dFtp  dFnp sin  p  dFfp cos  p

(2.19)
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or

dFcp  (h  hbf )( K np cos  p  K fp sin  p )dz
dFtp  (h  hbf )( K np sin  p  K fp cos  p )dz

(2.20)

where
 h  hbf

2re


 p  cos 1 






(2.21)

e

e
Figure 2-3: Plowing/rubbing forces without chip formation.
Geometrical parameters during a scratch test are shown in Figure 2-4, where h is the
penetration depth, hbf is the frontal pile-up, and her = peh is the height of the elastically
recovered material and pe is the elastic recovery rate. An experimental linear relationship
was established between the ratio hbf/h and the rheological factor X based on the data
provided in [69], viz.,
hbf
h

 0.0101806 X  0.040468

(2.22)
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The rheological factor X is given by
X

E

0

cot  X

(2.23)

where E is the Young‟s modulus, σ0 is the yield stress, and X is the semi-apical angle of
the scratching indenter. In case of the plowing process shown in Figure 2-3, the semiapical angle X can be assumed to be equivalent to the angle p as shown in Figure 2-4
(b). The angle p is given by
 2re  hc
hc


 p   X  tan 1 





(2.24)

Then, the rheological factor X can be rewritten as
X

E

0

hc
2re  hc

(a)

(2.25)

(b)

Figure 2-4: (a) Geometrical parameters during a scratch test (b) equivalent semi-apical
angle in micro-endmilling.
The rubbing force component on the clearance face along DF is modeled as

dFne  Kne hher dz
dFfe  K fe hher dz

(2.26)

where Kne and Kfe
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are the specific rubbing energies or rubbing coefficients for the

plowing dominant regime, and the rubbing force component can be expressed in the
cutting and thrust directions as

dFce  dFne sin e  dFfe cos e

(2.27)

dFte  dFne cos e  dFfe sin e
where e is determined from


her

2 re  her

tan e  
her sin  c

 h cos   r (1  cos  )
c
e
c
 er

her  re (1  cos  c )

(2.28)
else

where c is the clearance angle. Equation 2-27 can be rewritten as

dFce  her ( K ne sin e  K fe cos e )dz

(2.29)

dFte  her ( K ne cos e  K fe sin e )dz

The total cutting and thrust forces can then be found as the sum of the shearing and
plowing components as
dFc  dFcp  dFcb
 (h  hbf )( K np cos  p  K fp sin  p ) dz
 her ( K ne sin e  K fe cos e )dz
dFt  dFtp  dFtb
 (h  hbf )( K np sin  p  K fp cos  p )dz
 her ( K ne cos e  K fe sin e ) dz

or

,

(2.30)
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 dFc 
 dF    H p   Ap   K p  dz .
 t

(2.31)

where

 h  hbf 0 her 0 
 H p   

0 h  hbf 0 her 
sin  p
0
cos  p
 sin 
 cos  p
0
p
 Ap   
 0
0
 sin e

0
cos e
 0
 K p    K np

K fp

K ne

K fe 




cos e 

sin e 
0
0

(2.32)

T

The computed differential cutting thrust forces are vectorially summed among all the
engaged axial slices over all cutting flutes to obtain the total forces in the global
workpiece coordinate system. The cutting forces in the global workpiece coordinate
system can be obtained the from cutting and thrust forces using the following
transformation,

𝑑𝐹𝑥 = −𝑑𝐹𝑐 cos𝜃 − 𝑑𝐹𝑡 sin𝜃
𝑑𝐹𝑦 = −𝑑𝐹𝑐 sin𝜃 + 𝑑𝐹𝑡 sin𝜃

(2.33)

where  is the helix angle. Therefore, the forces in the global workpiece coordinate
system can be written as
 dFx    cos  cos  sin 
 dF   𝑑𝐹
  cos  sin  cos   dFc 𝑑𝐹
y

  𝑥 = −cos𝜃 − sin𝜃
  dF  𝑐
𝑑𝐹
 dFz   𝑦 sin  −sin𝜃 0 cos𝜃
  t 𝑑𝐹𝑡

 dF 
 T   c   T   H q   Aq   K q  dz
 dFt 

(2.34)
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where the subscript q is s or p for shearing (h ≥ hc) or plowing (h < hc) dominant regime,
respectively. The computed forces are summed among all the engaged axial slices over
all the cutting flutes to obtain the total forces with respect to the global coordinate
system.
2.2 Experimental Setup and Model Calibration
Experiments were conducted with Aluminum 6061 (Al6061-T6) using uncoated tungsten
carbide (WC) micro end mills on a precision vertical CNC milling machine (Kern Micro
2255), and cutting forces were measured with a table dynamometer (Kistler 9256C2).
The base of the machine is polymer concrete, which damps out external vibrations.
Unlike many micro CNC systems, the CNC machine used in this study utilizes hybrid
ball bearings, which provide higher stiffness and linearity, and an elaborate lubrication
system that allows for temperature stability during the high-speed rotations.

The

accuracy of the stage is 1 micrometer. The micro tools used in this study were 500 µm
diameter flat micro end mills (PMT TS-2-0200-S) with the helix and clearance angles of
approximately 30 and 10 degrees, respectively. The tool overhang length was 15 mm
from the collet, and this value remained constant so that the dynamics were not changed
during the experiments. The CNC milling machine and the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) picture of the tip of the approximately 500 m diameter carbide end mill are
shown in Figure 2-5. The edge radius of the tools was observed to be approximately 2 m.
Table 4 shows list of the parameters of the tool and the workpiece (AL 6061) associated
with the micro milling process.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-5: (a) CNC micro machine and (b) SEM pictures of the tool
Table 4. Parameters associated with micro milling

Parameter
Tool diameter
Tool edge radius, r e
Helix angle, 
Clearance angle,  c
Minimum chip thickness, h c
Elastic recovery rate, p e

Values
500 µm
2 µm
30o
10o
0.3r e
0.1

Young‟s modulus

68.9 GPa

Yield stress for Al 6061

320 MPa

Full immersion (slotting) experiments were conducted at the spindle speed of 60,000
rpm, and the axial depth of cut of 100 µm, and a wide range of feed rates from 0.2 to 10
µm/flute. The piezo-electric table dynamometer (Kistler 9256C2) was used to accurately
measure the micro cutting forces. The charge signals generated from the force sensor
were fed into the charge amplifiers (Kistler 9025B), which converted the charge signals
into voltage signals. The calibration of the table dynamometer was performed using both
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modal impact hammer tests (Dytran 5800SL) and a force gauge (Omega DFG51-2) to
verify the force measurement. The frequency bandwidth of the dynamometer was found
to be approximately 1,500 Hz from the impact hammer tests, and a Kalman filter method
is employed as outlined in [70] to filter out the unwanted dynamics of the table
dynamometer and accurately measure the cutting forces at the chosen spindle speed of
60,000 rpm. An acoustic emission sensor (Physical Acoustics Nano30) was used to
determine the zero point in the Z direction by moving the rotating tool down very slowly
and looking at the acoustic emission (AE) signal carefully. A sudden jump in the AE
signal was observed as soon as the tool touched the workpiece. This method was found to
be accurate less than 1 µm error [7]. Based on a capacitive sensor (Lion Precision C3-D,
RD20-2) that measured displacement of the tool at the shank close to the tool tip, the
measured force signals while the spindle was rotating without material removal (i.e., air
cutting) were subtracted from the cutting forces during the material removal after
synchronizing the two signals, and the runout was estimated to be around 1.0 µm. The
workpiece was attached using Mitee-GripTM to a plate that could interface with the
dynamometer.
The elastic recovery rate can be determined using instrumented conical scratch tests
[71]. The same method was used to determine the elastic recovery rate, pe, of Al 6061, it
was approximately 10%, and it has been found that the minimum chip thickness for Al
6061 is approximately 0.3 of the edge radius [72, 73]. For calibration of the normal and
frictional cutting, plowing, and rubbing coefficients, the same estimation method given in
[44], which minimizes the error between the experimental and theoretical force data via a
nonlinear curve fitting, was used. The values of the coefficients that minimized the error
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are shown in Table 5. Note that the values of the plowing coefficients are higher than
those of the cutting coefficients. This agrees with the size effect [38, 74] that the specific
energy increases as the uncut chip thickness is decreased.
Table 5. The specific energies for Al 6061

Parameter

K ns

K fs

K np

K fp

K ne

K fe

[N/mm2]

2832

1966

3706

2696

1481

1224

2.3 Model Validation, Analysis, and Discussion
2.3.1 Model Validation

The root mean square (RMS) values of the resultant forces at different feed rates are
shown in Figure 2-6. As can be seen, there is a good agreement between the simulation
and the experiment. The model predicts the experimental results within 12 % error. It can
be observed that the proposed model can appropriately predict the linear behaviour in the
shearing-dominant regime. It also shows that the model is also able to capture the
nonlinear behaviour and increase in forces near the transition and plowing dominant
regions. It has been reported that there is an increase in forces at the feed rates close to
the minimum chip thickness and up to as high as 1.5 or 2 times the minimum chip
thickness, possibly due to frequent switchovers from plowing- to shearing-dominated
regimes during micro-endmilling as shown in Figure 2-7 [75]. This is one of the impacts
of the minimum chip thickness effect. This frequent switchover can cause vibrations near
the region due to sudden jump in forces at the transition.
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Figure 2-6: Comparison of the RMS data between experiment and simulation.
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Figure 2-7: Switchover between two cutting mechanisms during micro-endmilling.
The comparison of the force profiles in the global coordinate systems (X and Y) is
given in Figure 2-8 at different feed rates from 0.2 to 10.0 µm/tooth. It can be observed
that the model can properly capture the force profiles both in the plowing-dominated,
transition, and the shear-dominated regimes. Some deviations between the simulation
and the experiment at low feed rates, e.g., 0.2 and 0.6 µm/tooth, can be attributed to
vibrations caused by switchovers between two cutting mechanisms (Figure 2-7). Also
during plowing, there is 3-dimensional flow of the plowed material, which is not
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considered in the current model. This material flow can cause tool deflections, leading to
higher relative vibrations at low feed rates. The frequency contents of the forces are
shown in Figure 2-9. As shown, there is more energy at the spindle frequency (1000 Hz),
compared to the forces obtained at higher feed rates because the effects of runout and tool
imperfections are more significant when the feed rate is lower.
In order to see the contributions of the plowing and rubbing force components, forces
in the X and Y directions are also predicted at the feed rates of 0.2, 0.6, and 10.0 µm/tooth
without considering the plowing and rubbing forces both in the plowing- and shearingdominated regimes. The comparison of the force profiles between experiment and
simulation with and without plowing and rubbing contributions is shown in Figure 2-10.
It shows that the predicted force is zero at the feed rate of 0.2 µm/tooth because only
plowing and rubbing occurred at this feed rate. At the feed rate of 0.6 µm/tooth, the
simulated force significantly under-predicts the experimental result. This shows the
significant contribution of plowing and rubbing at low feed rates. At high feed rates, e.g.,
10 µm/tooth, the contribution of plowing and rubbing forces is not as significant.
Though there is a slight difference when plowing and rubbing forces were not considered,
the effect is quite small because shearing forces are relatively much larger.
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Figure 2-8: Comparison of force profiles between simulation and experiment.
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Figure 2-9: Comparison of force frequency contents between simulation and experiment.

Figure 2-10: Comparison of force profiles between experiment and simulations with and
without considering plowing force components.
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2.3.2 Model Analysis

Utilizing the model developed in this study, the effect of different parameters, such as
edge radius, rake angle, effective rake angle, and elastic recovery are analyzed. For all the
analyses in this section, unless otherwise specified, full immersion micro-endmilling
(slotting) simulations are conducted at the axial depth of cut of 100 µm, spindle speed of
60,000 rpm, edge radius of 2 µm, runout of 0.5 µm, tool diameter of 500 µm, radial rake
angle of 5o, elastic recovery rate of 10%, minimum chip thickness of 0.3re, and two
flutes.
The effect of the cutting edge radius is shown in Figure 2-11, which plots the peakto-valley values of the resultant forces at different edge radii (1, 4, and 7 µm). At low
feed rates near the feed rate of 1.0 µm/tooth, increasing the edge radius from 1 µm to 7
µm increases the peak-to-valley force values of the resultant force by two-fold. This is
due to the increase in the plowing force components as the edge radius is increased. As
the feed rate is increased further, the relative effect of the plowing force component is
smaller. Nonetheless, the peak-to-valley values of the resultant force with the tool of 7.0
µm are still higher than those with the tool of less edge radius even at 10.0 µm/tooth, due
to the higher plowing force component. This shows that maintaining a low radius for the
cutting edge of the micro end mill is quite important in order to minimize the plowing
forces.
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Figure 2-11: Peak-to-valley values of the resultant force against feed rates at different
edge radii.

The effect of the radial rake angle (α) on the effective rake angle (αe) is shown in
Figure 2-12. It shows changes in the effective rake angle as the uncut chip thickness is
increased. As shown in Figure 2-12(a), when the average uncut chip thickness is less
than around 2.0 µm (equal to the edge radius), regardless of the rake angle, the effective
rake angle remain the same. Only after the uncut chip thickness is increased greater than
the edge radius, the effective rake angle begins to depend on the rake angle. The effect of
edge radius on the effective rake angle is shown in Figure 2-12(b). At a given uncut chip
thickness, the effective rake angle becomes highly negative as the edge radius is
increased. With the 7 µm edge radius tool, the uncut chip thickness needs to be increased
further than 5 µm to have the effective rake angle greater than -30 deg. This shows that
the edge radius has much more significant influence on the effective rake angle.
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Figure 2-12: Study of effective rake angle changes at different (a) rake angles and (b)
edge radii.

The analysis on the effect of elastic recovery rate is given in Figure 2-13. At low feed
rates (0.2 µm/tooth), where the uncut chip thickness is mostly less than the minimum
chip thickness during micro-endmilling, higher elastic recovery rate increases the forces
due to the rubbing on the flank face of the cutting edge. As the feed rate is increased
resulting in less plowing, the effect of the elastic recovery rate is quite small as shown in
Figure 2-14 at the feed rate of 1.0 µm/tooth.
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Figure 2-13: Effect of elastic recovery at different feed rates.
2.3.4 Discussion

There are still several assumptions and limitations associated with the proposed microendmilling force model. It is assumed that the plowing coefficients are the same whether
they are for plowing under the edge with chip formation in the shearing-dominant regime
and plowing without chip formation in the plowing-dominant regime. Since plowing
coefficients correspond to the energy required for material deformation and flow under
the edge, this assumption is reasonable. Also, the workpiece is assumed to be uniform
and rigid. The rigidity assumption of the workpiece is taken because the micro end mill is
typically less stiff due to its small size. Furthermore, there are forces acting on the tool at
the bottom of the tool because it rubs against the elastically recovered material. Also not
considered in the modeling are thermal effects (spindle speed effects) and the effects of
workpiece material properties. The effect of these parameters is subject to future studies.
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Chapter 3: Ultrasonic Atomization-Based
Application System for Micro-Machining

Cutting

Fluid

In this chapter, a new design for an atomization-based cutting fluid system is proposed.
Design and performance parameters have been first identified to aid in understanding of
the design parameters and issues. Also, atomized particle dynamics and the performance
of atomized cutting fluids given in [4] are summarized. Then, two different designs are
presented followed by analytical experiments of spray characteristics. The analyses on
these two designs are compared. Design issues and parameters of atomization-based
cutting fluid application system are discussed.
3.1 Performance of Atomized Cutting Fluids
3.1.1 Atomized Particle Dynamics

The atomization method by ultrasonic vibration creates quasi-monodisperse sprays with
easy control of the flow rate. This method can be made compact since no high-pressure
pump is required [76, 77]. Therefore, the atomization method based on the ultrasonic
vibration is used here to develop a new cutting fluid application system.
The parameters that influence the impingement dynamics of the atomization process
are the droplet diameter (do) and velocity (wo) of the incident drop, the liquid dynamic
viscosity (μ), the liquid density (ρ), and the liquid surface tension (σ) [78]. The conditions
of the receiving surface such as the film thickness (h) for wet surfaces also play a major
role in controlling the outcome of a drop-wall collision. The following non-dimensional
numbers based on the normal component of velocity, wo, are the most relevant [79];

 wo2 do
 wo do
We 
, Re 
, Oh 




do

, hnd 

h
do

(3-1)
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where We is the Weber number, Re is the Reynolds number, Oh is the Ohnesorge number,
and hnd is the non-dimensional film thickness number.
There are four impingement regimes identified in the spray-surface or spray-film
interaction phenomenon, as shown in Figure 3-1. The first regime is the stick regime,
which occurs when an impinging drop adheres to the wall or film surface in nearly a
spherical form. This often happens when the impact energy is extremely low, and the
surface temperature is below the pure adhesion temperature, Tpr. The transition criterion
for the stick regime is We < 5 [79]. The rebounding regime occurs when the impinging
drop bounces off the wall or film. The air layer trapped between the drop and the surface
causes low energy loss resulting in bouncing. The transition criteria for the rebounding
regime is 5 < We < 10 [80]. The third regime, spreading, is similar to the sticking regime
but occurs when We > 10. Finally, the fourth regime is where splashing or further
atomization occurs and droplets break into many secondary droplets. Non-dimensional
groups have been defined to determine the transition criteria for splashing [51, 81, 82].
For example, if the value of the non-dimensional group (Km) given in Eq. (2) is less than
the critical value (Kmc = 57.7), the droplets remain in the spreading regime [51],
3

Km 

We < 5

5

(  d o ) 4 wo4
1
2

 

5< We <10

1
4

2

5

 (Oh 5We) 8 .

10 < We & Km < Kmc

Figure 3-1: Four impingement regimes

(3-2)

Km > Kmc
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3.1.2 Effectiveness of Atomized Cutting Fluids
From the experimental evaluation of the atomization-based cutting fluid application
system conducted by Jun et al. [4], the following requirements can be summarized for
effective cutting fluid application in micro-machining considering the size-scale of the
tool, a difficult-to-penetrate small cutting zone, and increased plowing and rubbing: (1)
disturbance force due to the delivery of the cutting fluid to the cutting zone must be at
least an order of magnitude less than the cutting forces, (2) the cutting fluid must possess
a good wettability to be able to penetrate into the cutting zone and lubricating property to
minimize the effects of excessive plowing/rubbing in micro-machining, and (3) the
velocity of the droplets and the carrying air must be appropriate to effectively spread and
wet the surface and simultaneously flush away chips from the cutting zone since microscale chips tend to stick to the cutting zone.
The schematic of the system designed to meet the aforementioned requirements is
shown in Figure 3-2. The atomized droplets are carried at appropriately low velocity to
avoid condensation of the droplets within the tube carrying the droplets. Thus, a low
velocity air supply is needed as shown in Figure 3-2. Once the droplets are out of the tube
and ready to be delivered to the cutting zone, they are accelerated by the high velocity air
jet carried through a pipe located at the center of the tube. Jun et al. [4] conducted
analytical analysis based on the droplet impingement dynamics [51, 78] to ensure that the
velocity of the air jet and the droplets is high enough to flush away the chips and low
enough to wet the cutting zone instead of splashing.
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Figure 3-2: A schematic design of atomization-based cutting fluid application system
developed in [4].
A prototype of the experimental setup for the conceptual design given in Figure 3-2
was devised by Jun et al. [4], and micro-milling experiments were conducted to evaluate
the performance of the prototype system. The experimental results by Jun et al. showed a
more than five-fold improvement in tool life when atomized cutting fluids were used as
opposed to dry cutting. Compared to flood cooling, the atomized fluids performed much
better as well. Due to clustering of the chips in flood cooling, tool chipping and chip
deposition on machined surface occurred with flood cooling, whereas atomized fluids
were able to cool, lubricate, and flush away chips. Temperature measurements during
micro-milling showed that significant decrease in temperature (even less than the room
temperature) was observed with atomized cutting fluids due to evaporative cooling.
In their experiments, Jun et al. [4] proved the concept and effectiveness of atomization
based cutting fluid application. However, because it was prototype, particle delivery
system had limited controllability with poor focusing characteristics, it was bulky with a
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footprint of 200 mm by 400 mm and thus, it could hardly be used in commercial
applications. Therefore, new compact designs resulting in better controllability and
focusing characteristics are needed. Also, design parameters and issues of the cutting
fluid application system based on ultrasonic atomization need to be identified and their
effects are investigated for optimum design with compact size. Finally, improved
performance can be achieved.
3.2 Preliminary System Design
The system design is displayed in Figure 3-3. The cutting fluid reservoir maintains fluid
level within the atomizing chamber. As cutting fluid is atomized into fine droplets within
the atomizing chamber, low velocity air flow generated by a fan draws them through the
flexible delivery tube. At the end of the tube, there is a nozzle with a small pipe, which is
carrying high velocity air jet at the center of the nozzle. As the droplets are carried to the
nozzle, they are drawn and focused towards the high velocity air jet and accelerated. The
nozzle is interchangeable so that various spray patterns can be formed using different
nozzle geometries.
A photograph of the system setup is shown in Figure 3-4. The system has a footprint
of 12.0 mm by 19.0 mm with a 50.0 mm in diameter of atomizing chamber and a 60.0
mm diameter fan. The size of the system is an order of magnitude smaller than the
prototype built by Jun et al. [4]. The atomized droplets are carried through the tube of 20
mm diameter, and the air jet pipe has an inner diameter of 1.6 mm. The ultrasonic
atomizer is a 22.0 mm diameter piezo transducer at 1 MHz. For droplets generated by
ultrasonic atomization, the droplet size generally depends on the frequency of ultrasonic
vibration and fluid properties. The fluid properties of water and typically used for cutting
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fluid (5% Castrol 6519) are shown in Table 6 [4].

Figure 3-3: Preliminary system design.

Figure 3-4: Photograph of atomization-based cutting fluid delivery system with a fan
carrying droplets.
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Table 6: Fluid properties.

Properties

Water

5% Castrol 6519

Surface tension [mN/m]

72

42

Viscosity [g/ms]

0.89

1.0752

Density [kg/m3]

1000

1000

Droplet Diameter [m]

6.5

7.3

According to the analysis of particle impingement dynamics, droplet velocity of less
than 10.5 and 7.6 m/s ensures rebound condition for water and 5% Castrol 6519
respectively, within the delivery tube. Thus, rebound condition can always be achieved
for both fluids with droplet velocity of less than 7.6 m/s. With the use and control of the
fan, this can be easily achieved. With the use of the air jet located at the center of the
nozzle, the droplets can be applied to the cutting zone at controlled velocity, which is
high enough to flush away the chips and low enough to effectively wet the cutting zone.
Since both velocities of the droplets within the delivery tube and at the nozzle using the
fan and the high speed air jet, respectively are important, it is required to examine how
these velocities affect the spray at the nozzle. Also, the optimum conditions for the fan
and the air jet need to be determined. In addition, since the system can be interchanged
with nozzle tips of different geometry, it is also important to investigate the effects of
different nozzle geometries on the spray and system performance.
3.3 Design of Experiments and Setup
In this section, the experimental setup and design of experiments to evaluate the system
presented in the previous section are discussed. Firstly, experiments are conducted at
room temperature and humidity of 23°C to 26°C and 50% ~55%, respectively, to
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investigate the effect of nozzle geometry on the system performance measures.
Experiments are also performed to study the effects of the system input parameters on the
performance measures of the system. The input parameters are the velocity of the air that
carries the droplets or mist to the nozzle (referred to as „mist velocity (Vm)‟ hereafter) and
the velocity of the air that accelerates the droplets at the nozzle (referred to as „spray
velocity (Vs)‟ hereafter). Since spray characteristics is of interest and they are likely to be
independent of fluid type, hence, water is used as the working fluid.
3.3.1 Performance Measures
Because of small cutting zone in micro-milling, it is desired to have narrow and focused
spray for effective penetration into the cutting zone. Thus, it is important to determine the
effects of system input parameters and nozzle designs on the spray characteristics. An
example of the spray characteristics is shown in Figure 3-5. The focus height of the spray
is the spray diameter at the focal point, and the focus length is the distance from the air
jet pipe to the focal point. The focus length is also important because it will determine the
position of the nozzle tip with respect to the cutting zone for effective application of the
cutting fluids. Therefore, two system performance measures considered for the
experiments are spray focus length and focus height.

Figure 3-5: An example of spray characteristics.
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3.3.2 Experiments to Study Geometry Effects
Four different nozzle geometries are considered to study the effects of the nozzle
geometry on the spray characteristics using the system (Figure 3-3). The geometries of
the nozzles are shown in Figure 3-6. Two aspects of the nozzle design are investigated,
which are the location of the high speed air jet outlet with respect to the nozzle tip (±Lh,
with positive sign representing start of jet outlet outside of the nozzle, i.e., the high speed
air pipe sticks out of the nozzle) and the slope of the nozzle inside (γn), as indicated in
Figure 3-6. For each nozzle, experiments are conducted at different mist and spray
velocities (Vm = 1.0 and 3.0 m/s, Vs = 12.0 and 18.0 m/s) to examine the spray. The four
different geometries and input conditions of experiments are listed in Table 7. The
photographs of the spray coming out of the nozzle are taken using a Nikon D80 camera.
The mist and spray velocities are measured using Extech Mini Thermo-Anemometer
45118, and they are all measured at 5 mm from the end of the nozzle (from the nozzle for
Figure 3-6 (a) and (b) and from the air jet pipe for Figure 3-6 (c) and (d)).

Figure 3-6: Four different nozzle geometries studied.
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Table 7: Nozzle geometries and experiment conditions.

Nozzle geometry

Experiment conditions
o

(a)

L h = –10.16 mm, γ n = 6

(b)

L h = –10.16 mm, γ n = 0

(c)

L h = +10.16 mm, γ n = 6o

(d)

L h = +10.16 mm, γ n = 0

o

o

V m = 1.0 and 3.0 m/s
V s = 12.0 and 18.0 m/s

3.3.3 Experiments to Study Velocity Effects
Experiments are conducted to investigate the velocity effects. Table 8 shows the values of
the input parameters used for the experiments. For each combination of the mist and
spray velocities, a photograph of the spray is taken to observe the spray characteristics.
The focus length and height are measured from the photograph. Note that the mist and
spray velocity values are chosen such that rebound condition is maintained for the mist
within the delivery tube. The spray velocities are selected to ensure spread condition
when applied to the cutting zone. For water, the rebound condition, i.e., We < 10, is
satisfied for velocities less than 10.5 m/s. The spread condition occurs for velocities
greater than 10.5 m/s, i.e., We > 10, and less than 45.2 m/s, i.e., Km < 57.7.
Table 8: Input parameter conditions for experiments to study spray focusing.

Input parameter

Values

V m [m/s]

0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0

V s [m/s]

11.0, 13.0, 15, 17, 19.0, 21.0

3.4 Experimental Results and Analysis
3.4.1 Effects of Nozzle Geometry
For each nozzle given in Figure 3-6, photographs are taken at four different experimental
conditions as given in Table 7 as shown in Figure 3-7. The focus length and height are
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measured from the photographs and they are listed in Table 9. The effects of nozzle
geometry can be clearly seen from the photographs in Figure 3-7. It shows that the
location of the air jet pipe has a significant effect on the spray. Better focusing results
when the pipe is within the nozzle, i.e., Lh = –10.16 mm. However, the focus length is
slightly longer when the air jet pipe is within the nozzle. This is because the focusing is
achieved always outside the nozzle. For all nozzle geometries, the spray slows down and
diverges due to entrainment of the surrounding air into the jet. This indicates that the
position of the nozzle with respect to the cutting zone is likely very critical for the
system‟s cooling and lubricating performance.

Figure 3-7: Photograph of the spray at different nozzle geometries: (a) Lh = –10.16 mm,
γn = 6o, (b) Lh = –10.16 mm, γn = 0o, (c) Lh = +10.16 mm, γn = 6o, and (d) Lh = +10.16 mm,
γn = 0o (scale bar = 10 mm).
The slope of the nozzle inside seems to have slightly favorable effect on spray
focusing. The small effect may be due to small slope angle difference (+6o). A larger
value of the slope angle may be desired, but a too large value may lead to increased
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diameter of the delivery tube or disturbed fluid flow. Though the slope angle clearly has
positive effects on the spray focusing, further study is required to determine the optimum
value of the slope angle.
Table 9: Focus lengths and heights.
Focus length & focus height [mm]
Vm = 1.0 m/s

Vm = 3.0 m/s

Vs = 12 m/s

Vs = 18 m/s

Vs = 12 m/s

Vs = 18 m/s

(a)

16.6 & 4.1

13.6 & 3.5

37.1 & 8.2

31.6 & 6.2

(b)

16.6 & 4.4

13.5 & 3.6

38.4 & 10.5

34.7 & 8.5

(c)

16.0 & 4.5

9.5 & 3.6

34.5 & 10.7

34.7 & 7.1

(d)

14.9 & 4.3

12.2 & 3.5

54.6 & 11.8

38.1 & 10.3

The results in Figure 3-7 and Table 9 also show that focusing is much better when the
mist velocity (Vm) is at 1.0 m/s than at 3.0 m/s. This is likely because of the decreased
pressure difference between air jet and the mist stream and decreased time period for the
droplets to be drawn into the air jet. The focus length is also increased with the increase
of the mist velocity. The spray velocity (Vs) seems to have positive effect on the spray
focusing as well but not as significant as the mist velocity. From Figure 3-7 and Table 9,
it is clear that the mist and spray velocities have strong influence on the spray
characteristics, so their effects need to be carefully examined. Thus, more detailed study
of the effects of the mist and spray velocities are presented in the next section.
3.4.2 Effects of Mist and Spray Velocities
In order to study the effect of the mist velocity (Vm), experiments are conducted using the
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nozzle with the geometry given in Figure 3-6 (a) at the mist velocities given in Table 8
and at the spray velocities of 11.0 and 21.0 m/s. The nozzle with the geometry given in
Figure 3-6 (a) is selected because it performs better than the other nozzle designs. The
photographs of the spray at selected mist velocities are shown in Figure 3-8. The focus
lengths and heights are measured from the photographs and they are plotted against the
mist velocity as shown in Figure 3-9. As the mist velocity is increased, both the focus
length and height increase. Thus, since more focusing, i.e., lower values of focus height,
is desired, the mist velocity has a negative effect on the spray focusing. However, when
the mist velocity is less than 1.5 m/s, the increase in focus height is quite small. When the
mist velocity is increased greater than 2.0 m/s, the focus height is increased at a higher
rate. The increase in the mass flow rate of the droplets can be observed in Figure 3-8 as
the mist velocity is increased. Thus, increase in the mist velocity leads to decrease in
focus height and increase in the mass flow rate. Further study is required to determine the
effect of the mist velocity on the cutting performance because though decrease in focus
height would adversely affect the cutting performance, increase in mass flow rate may
favorably affect the cutting performance.

Figure 3-8: Photographs of the spray at mist velocities of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 m/s and
spray velocities of 11.0 and 21.0 m/s (scale bar = 10 mm).
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The effect of the mist velocity on the focus length is much more significant than the
effect on the focus height. As the mist velocity is increased from 0.5 m/s to 3.5 m/s, the
focus length changes from around 14 to as high as 42 mm. This indicates that the focus
length for a given combination of the mist and spray velocities must be determined to set
the nozzle position for optimized cutting performance of the system.

Figure 3-9: Focus length and height at different mist velocities.
The spray velocity does not seem to influence the focus height and length much when
the mist velocity is less than 1.5 m/s as shown in Figure 3-9. However, when the mist
velocity is higher than 1.5 m/s, increase in the spray velocity decreases both the focus
length and height. Thus, at high mist velocity values, it is desirable to increase the spray
velocity to maintain low value of the focus height. In order to obtain the effects of the
spray velocity more clearly, additional experiments are performed varying the spray
velocity at two different mist velocities (Vm = 1.0 and 3.0 m/s), and the results are
displayed in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11. As shown, the focus height and length do not
change much as the spray velocity is increased when the mist velocity is low (Vm = 1.0
m/s). However, when the mist velocity is high, increasing the spray velocity decreases
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both the focus height and length. This indicates that as long as the mist velocity is low
enough, the position of the nozzle with respect to the cutting zone does not need to be
altered at different spray velocities. When the mist velocity is high, it is better to increase
the spray velocity to have a more focused spray.

Figure 3-10: Photographs of the spray at spray velocities of 11, 15, 19, and 21 m/s and
mist velocities of 1.0 and 3.0 m/s (scale bar = 10 mm).

Figure 3-11: Focus length and height at different spray velocities.
3.4.3 Discussion on System Design Issues
The experimental results given above show that the system can effectively focuses the
spray to a beam diameter as small as 3.8 mm. Since the cutting zone in micro-milling is
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typically much smaller than this, a nozzle design that can focus the spray smaller than 1.0
mm is desired. However, if the nozzle diameter is decreased too small in order to focus
the spray to a smaller beam diameter, pressure builds up within the atomizing chamber
because of too small exit. In that case, it has been observed that droplets condense near
the fan and some droplets even exit the atomizing chamber through the fan if pressure
inside the chamber is sufficiently high. Also, although the system size has been reduced
significantly from the first prototype, the use of the fan still causes the system to be
bigger than desired. Thus, a new system design that addresses these shortfalls is preferred.
In the next section, a new improved system design and its experimental results are
presented.
3.5 Second Generation System
3.5.1 System Design
In order to address the problem with the use of a fan, a low pressure inlet is selected to
carry the droplets through the flexible delivery tube. The second generation system
design using a pressure inlet to deliver the atomized droplets with a small size nozzle is
displayed in Figure 3-12. The use of the pressure inlet would cause pressure to build
within the atomizing chamber, and hence, proper sealing is required for the system setup.
Nevertheless, it allows the delivery tube and the nozzle to be smaller than the system
design given in Figure 3-3. Air enters into the atomizing chamber from the pressure inlet,
and pressure within the chamber increases. As pressure builds up in the chamber and
fluid is atomized into fine droplets, they exit through the flexible delivery tube. At the
end of the tube, a similar nozzle with high velocity air at the center is inserted.
A photograph of the system setup is shown in Figure 3-13. As shown, the system is
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more compact than the previous system. For a small value of focus height (spray beam
diameter), the nozzle is designed with a 4.5 mm diameter nozzle and 0.9 mm inner
diameter high speed air jet pipe. Because the nozzle design with negative Lh and positive
γn (Fig. 3-6(a)) performed the best, a nozzle γn = 2.3o is selected and Lh is set to be –1.9
mm. The new system design has the same footprint of 12.0 mm by 19.0 mm with the 60.0
mm diameter atomizing chamber. The atomized droplets are carried through a tube of
12.7 mm diameter. The same ultrasonic atomizer used in the other system is used.

Figure 3-12: Second generation system design with droplet delivery using a pressure
inlet.
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Figure 3-13: Photograph of the second generation system.
3.5.2 Experimental Setup and Results
Similar experiments as in Section 3.3 are conducted to examine the spray characteristics
at different mist and spray velocities. The photographs of the spray generated using the
second generation system are taken at selected mist and spray velocities and shown in
Figure 3-14, and the plot of the focus length and height is given in Figure 3-15. Similar
behavior in terms of the spray characteristics is observed with the new system: increase in
the mist velocity increases the focus length and height and increase in the spray velocity
decreases the focus length and height. When the mist velocity is less than 2.5 m/s, the
spray velocity does not seem to have significant effect on the focus height, similar to the
results obtained with the previous system. Because the nozzle diameter is small compared
to the previous design, the focus height seems to level off as the mist velocity is increased
further than 2.5 m/s.
Note that with the second generation system, a focus height of 1.0 mm is achieved at
the mist velocity of 0.5 m/s and the spray velocity of 11.0 m/s. The focus height is
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generally less than 2.0 mm, which is three- to four-fold reduction in the focus height
compared to the previous design. This shows that the spray beam diameter is comparable
to or slightly bigger than the cutting zone during micro-milling operations.

Figure 3-14: Photographs of the spray generated using the second generation system
(scale bar = 2.5 mm).

Figure 3-15: Focus length and height of the spray generated using the second generation
system.
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Chapter 4: Acoustic Emission (AE)-Based Surface Detection for
Micro-Machining
In this chapter, the basic concept of AE-based touch sensing is first addressed. Then,
experimental setup is described to evaluate the repeatability surface damage of the system,
which is caused by real contact of the micro-cutting tool against a workpiece.
Experimental results to verify the repeatability of the AE-based system are subsequently
reported.
4.1 Surface Detection Sensing Method
The sensing method for a tool touch against a workpiece surface is schematically
summarized in Figure 4-1. Firstly, the micro-cutting tool is rotated and commanded to
approach the workpiece at a given rotating and approaching speed (Figure 4-1(a)). Once
the tool edge makes contact with the surface of the workpiece, a burst of generated AE
signal is picked up by an AE sensor, which is attached on top plate (Figure 4-1(b)). AE
signal is generated by the external touches within the scope of rubbing/plowing or real
cutting between rotating tool flute and the workpiece surface. Next, the first generated
burst signal is converted into a pulse (Figure 4-1(c)), which is transferred to a NC
controller as an input value. Subsequently, the signal is used to make the approaching
cutting tool halted for a given time. Meanwhile, the coordinates of the tool tip are
recorded (Figure 4-1(d)). Afterwards, pulses generated due to subsequent AE generation
at contact are ignored.
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Figure 4-1: Micro-endmill tool touch sensing system.

Among many steps comprising the algorithm for the touch sensing, AE signal
conversion is needed to be processed for surface detection, as shown in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-2(a) describes the burst of generated AE at contact. As shown in Figure 42(b), firstly, the raw signal is rectified (2b-1), followed by integration (2b-2) of the
rectified signal. Then, the processed signal is fed back to a programmable threshold
detector, and if the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the integrated AE in Figure 2b-3
is larger than a threshold value, it is converted to a pulse to halt the approaching tool.
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(b)
Figure 4-2: (a) Burst of generated AE signal at contacts and (b) signal conversion
processing.
Figure 4-3 shows measured AE and force profiles at a spindle speed of 60,000 rpm
and an approaching speed of 3.0 mm/min. Micro-flat endmill with two flutes was
commended to approach the surface of a workpiece. At contact, the cutting-tool was
stopped for two seconds, meanwhile, the coordinates of the tool is recorded in X, Y, and
Z axis. Then, the tool is retracted to an initial position. AE signal is shown in Figure 43(a) and the increase in the AE amplitudes, i.e., AE burst is observed at contact between
2 and 4 seconds. Also, the increase in the root mean square value of the AE signals
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(AERms) is clearly shown. Concurrently, forces at contact in X, Y, and Z axial directions
are measured and the touching force profile is shown in Figure 4-3(b). Unlike AE
amplitudes, the force magnitudes do not show any variations at contact between 2 and 4
seconds in all axial directions. This results show that AE is sensitive enough to detect the
tool touch without noticeable force increase [5].

Burst signal at probe contact

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-3: (a) Acoustic emission (AE) signal and (b) measured force profiles at contact
in all directions.
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4.2 AE Sensitivity for Surface Detection
Given a two-flute flat endmill, the touching resolution is studied. The resolution depends
on the feed rate [mm/flute] determined by an approaching speed [mm/min] over a spindle
speed [RPM], i.e., a distance moved per a tool flute. In Figure 4-4, the touching
resolution in two approach directions is displayed in a dotted line at a given feed rate and
spindle speed. Figure 4-5 shows the theoretical resolution values of the tool touch at
various spindle rotational speeds and the tool approaching speeds. The resolution is
expressed as
Rt = Ts/Ss

(4-1)

where, Rt is the touching resolution [μm], Ts is tool approach speed to the workpiece and
Ss is spindle speed rotating. Thus, increase of the spindle speed and decrease of the tool
approach speed is preferable to the enhancement of the touching resolution. However,
within the range of conditions where micro-machining is operating, the resolution is still
less than 0.15 µm (150 nm), which is a small enough value in micro-machining.

Feed motion

Resolution

(a) X/Y axis approach

(b) Z axis approach

Figure 4-4: Probing resolution in (a) X/Y axis and (b) Z axis approach.
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Figure 4-5: Touch-off sensing resolution.

Unlike non-contact sensing methods, tactile method in this research may damage the
surface of a workpiece at contact due to the cutting tool rotating at high speed. The cause
of the surface cut is derived from overshoot against a workpiece before the moving stages
of a miniature machine tool (mMT) is halted, as shown in Figure 4-6. It is mainly
depends on the speed of a burst detection and time delay by stage stoppage. In order to
study the overshoot in distance, the two acquired coordinates between at contact and at
stop of the tool are compared at the approach speed from 1.0 to 40.0 mm/min.

Overshoot
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Z axis
approach

Overshoot
X/Y axis
approach

Figure 4-6: Schematic of overshoot by delay.

For the two approaching directions of Z and X/Y axis, the experiment was repeated
ten times and the result is shown in Figure 4-7. As the approach speed of the Z stage
increases, the overall overshoot seems to increase linearly. However, within the range of
1.0 to 10.0 mm/min, the overshoot is observed to be more or less consistent with only
small variations, and at the approach speed greater than 10.0 mm/min, the values increase
linearly with a sharp increment. Also, for the X/Y axis approach, similar trends are
observed as the Z axis approach. The overshoot value at the approach speed less than
10.0 mm/min amounts to 0.04 μm. In this research, the 3.0 mm/min was selected as an
approach speed for touch-off operations based on this estimate since the overshoot is the
lowest at both approach directions. Also, the selected speed is within the speed range in
micro-machining.
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Figure 4-7: Overshoot at various stage approach speed.

4.3 Experimental Setup
A custom-built precision motion system (Alio Industries) with three linear stages
having less than 100 nm resolution and a spindle (NSK E800Z) at maximum 80,000
rev/min [RPM] was used to evaluate the surface detection system, shown in Figure 4-8. A
workpiece of Aluminum 6061 was first prepared. The top surface of it was surface-milled
to make the top plate flat and perpendicular to the tool axis and then slot milling was
performed to make several rectangular grooves as a test piece, using a four-flute flat
endmill in diameter of 3.175 mm (Performance Micro Tools). The workpiece was
attached to a top plate with thermally activated adhesive above a certain temperature. The
top plate was mounted on top of a dynamometer, a Kistler MiniDyn 9256C1, which is
used to measure a touching force, as shown in Figure 4-8. A compact Physical Acoustics
Nano 30 AE sensor with high bandwidth was attached on a bottom of the top plate
beneath the workpiece. The signal generated from the AE sensor is pre-amplified to 40
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dB. The raw signal from the preamplifier and the processed output from the integrator
were monitored with a NI-PCI 6133 data acquisition board.

AE-Based Surf ace Sensing System

Z axis
(Spindle)

Micro-Endmill

XY stage
Test piece

AE Sensor

Figure 4-8: Precision motion stage with AE-based surface sensing system.

The touch-off operation between the tool tip and the workpiece surface was conducted.
The schematic of the operation is shown in Figure 4-9. The micro-flat endmill is located
above the workpiece and inside the rectangular groove for Z axis and X/Y axis touch
sensing operation, respectively. Once a command is given, the tool approaches to a spot
in the given directions. At the time the rotating tool tip touches the surface of a workpiece,
the tool stops approaching for given two seconds. Meanwhile, the real coordinates of the
tool is recorded. After the time, the tool retracts back to the initial location and
reapproaches to next commanded spots. This process is repeated twenty times.
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Figure 4-9: The schematic of the tool touch operation in X/Y and Z axis on precisely
milled workpiece.
4.4 Repeatability Experiment and Analysis
Experiments were conducted to examine the repeatability of the touch-off detection
between the tool tip and the workpiece surface, in which, to study the effect of the
various parameters, two-flute flat endmills with the diameter of 152, 396 and 792 µm, at
two spindle speeds of 35,000 and 70,000 rpm, and in two approaching orientations of
X/Y axis and Z axis are selected. Also, low and high threshold value of 0.07 and 0.12
Volts are considered. Parameters associated with experimental factors are shown in Table
10.
Table 10: Experimental parameters.
Material

Variable

Al 6061
1. Tool Dia. [µm]

152, 396, 792

2. Spindle Speed [RPM]

35000, 70000

3. Threshold Voltage [Volt]

0.07, 0.12

4. Tool Approach Direction

Z, X/Y

Approaching Velocity [mm/min]

3.0
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4.4.1 Effect of Tool Diameter

Three different micro-flat endmills with two-flute in dia. of 152, 396, and 792 μm are
selected to examine the effect of the tool diameter on sensitivity of touch-off sensing. For
the 152 μm diameter flat endmill, eight different experimental combinations are carried
out, due to three variables with two levels (= 2 3). For the rest of the tools of 396 and 792
μm, the same set of experiments is performed. In the Z axial approach, the tool is first
located 3 mm above the workpiece, in order to ensure the stage of mMT to have enough
time to stably reach at the given speed of 3.0 mm/min, and commences to move toward
the surface of the workpiece. Once the tool touches the surface, the Z stage is stopped for
the given two seconds. Meanwhile, the coordinates of the current tool position are
acquired and then retreats back to the starting coordinates. Then, continuous twenty touch
operations at different spots are repeated and the coordinates are recorded. In the X/Y
axis approach, the same set of operation is done.
The repeatability was computed and expressed into standard deviation (StDev, σ)
level as an evaluation indicator. In Figure 4-10(a), StDev on the twenty touch operations
is profiled, and which is acquired along with 152, 392, and 792 μm tool in diameter in the
Z axis direction at the spindle speed of 40,000 RPM and a threshold value of 0.07 Volts.
In addition, Figure 4-10(b) shows the comprehensive result of the diameter effect under
the all conditions including spindle speeds, threshold voltages, and approach orientations.
It is found that the smallest dia. of 152 μm has the worst repeatability, showing the
largest variation. Due to the lack of the tool touch impact against a workpiece, the surface
of a workpiece does not seem to be consistently milled within a few micron depths.
However, tools in dia. of 396 and 792 μm show much better values with small variation
on the repeatability to 0.57 and 0.59 μm on average, respectively.
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Figure 4-10: (a) General profile of the effect of tool diameter at one condition and (b)
comprehensive results in effect of the tool diameter.
Also, the surface damage due to the high rotating speed of micro-endmill touch is
shown in the Figure 4-11. After the tool touches the workpiece surface, circular milled
marks left behind have slightly different shape depending on the tool diameters. For the Z
axis approach of the tool, the surface scratch with the smallest tools in dia. is thicker and
deeper than those by the larger tool diameter, which agrees with the repeatability shown
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in Figure 4-10. For the surface scratches by the 792 µm diameter tool, the scratch seems
to be as shallow as the surface milled marks. Thus, to ensure the better repeatability and
less surface damage, a large tool in diameter is needed to be maintained. Furthermore, for
the future work, the AE sensor mounting methods will be studied to increase the
sensitivity for smaller diameter tool. Since the frequency transmissibility relies on the
right mounting selection, the effect of the sensor mounting methods is studied.
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4.4.2 Effect in Tool
Approach Orientations

792 µm

In this section, the effect of the approach directions of X/Y and Z axis is studied. Based
on the results obtained by the tool diameter effect, only two tool diameters of 396 and
792 μm are considered in this section.
The contact point between a tool tip and a workpiece varies depending on approaching
orientation, due to the tool geometries. Thus, the geometry of a tool tip may cause
sensitivity deviation of an AE sensor in X/Y and Z directions. Figure 4-12 shows the
schematic at top view how the tool tip contacts against a workpiece depending on the
orientation of tool. For the tool approach in Z axis direction in Figure 4-12(b), assuming
the top surface of a workpiece is flat and perpendicular to the tool axis, the contact
between a tool tip and a workpiece becomes either two points or a line, whereas in the X
and Y axis approach in Figure 4-12(a), the tool contacts at a point against a workpiece.
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Figure 4-12: Touch between two-flute flat endmill and a workpiece in two directions (top
view).

Experiment is performed to verify the repeatability depending on two approach
orientations of the tool. The same experimental procedure, as done for the effect of tool
diameter in section 4.4.1, is carried out. The surface sensing operation is repeated twenty
times under all the conditions. Figure 4-13 shows the repeatability in Z and X/Y axial
directions, respectively. The effect in two directions does not seem to be significant. For
the two flat endmills of 396 and 792 µm in diameter, overall repeatability value is less
than 0.75 µm. Also, the surface damage is studied in the X/Y axis approach. Unlike the
circular milled marks in Z axis approach, the milled marks were invisible on the wall.
Thus, to get the clear milled mark in the X/Y axis approach, touch operation in X/Y axis
was repeated twenty times at one spot and thus a rectangular milled mark was left behind
on the wall as shown in Figure 4-14.
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Figure 4-13: Interval plot for the effect of the two approaching orientations in the Z and
X/Y axis directions.
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Figure 4-14: Surface damage on the wall after the X/Y approach with 396 µm in dia. of a
flat endmill.
4.4.3 Effect of Spindle Speed

Spindle speed is also considered to be one of factors to affect the repeatability on surface
detection. In order to have the effect of the spindle speed, the experiment was conducted
under one condition, varying spindle speed from 20,000 to 80,000 RPM. As a tool, 396
µm flat endmill and threshold voltage of 0.07 Volts are selected in the X/Y axis approach.
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The Figure 4-15 shows the results of the repeatability on various spindle speed. As the
spindle speed decreases, the average of StDev seems to improve more or less, resulting in
the lowest value at 60,000 RPM. However, the value rebounds from the spindle speed of
70,000 RPM. The spindle motor used for the experiment rotates at max. 80,000 RPM,
and during the high rotational speed, unique and vibrating sound was generated, which
may be caused by the resonant at this experimental conditions. Thus, if the spindle has
bigger capacity which enables the spindle to rotate with stability at higher rotational
speeds, it is expected to have better repeatability results.
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Figure 4-15: Effect of spindle speed [RPM].
4.4.4 Effect of Threshold Voltage

The programmable threshold is the reference value to determine the burst of generated
AE signal as a contact from other noises. If the threshold voltage set is low, probable
noises in neighbours are easily picked up during an approaching operation before the real
contact, which produces poor repeatability. On the contrary, if the threshold voltage is set
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high, the amplitude of AE burst signal above the threshold voltage should be generated
between the cutting tool and as workpiece surface, resulting in the deeper surface damage
of a workpiece. The Figure 4-16 shows the StDev on repeatability depending on the
threshold voltage from 0.06 to 0.15 Volts. At the available lowest threshold of 0.06 Volts,
the value of StDev is a little higher to 0.5 µm than those less than 0.04 µm at 0.07, 0.08,
and 0.09 Volts. This is mainly due to the unwanted noises generated during the operation
in environment. The threshold between 0.07 to 0.10 Volts seems to be stable and have the
best repeatability. As the threshold increases greater than 0.10 Volts, the values increase
sharply.
The images of surface damage on a workpiece in Figure 4-17 also prove the effect of
the threshold voltage. When the low threshold voltage is selected, the milled circular
marks after a touch operation is thin, which is comparable to the surface-milled marks.
However, as the threshold voltage increase the milled marks are getting clear and thicker.
In particular, from the threshold of 0.11 Volts, the milled mark is evident, which seems to

Standard deviation [σ, μm]

agree with the sharp increase of the StDev results as shown in Figure 4-16.
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Figure 4-16: Effect of the threshold voltage.
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Figure 4-17: Surface damage on threshold voltage [Volts].
4.5 Milled Average Depth Errors
The milled depth from a workpiece surface was measured with the AE-based sensing
system in the X/Y and Z directions, considering the effect with respect to the spindle
speed, threshold voltage, and tool diameter. The touch operation was consecutively
repeated twenty times at one spot, and a coordinate per a touch operation were recorded
from a workpiece surface to examine the average value of the cut depth per one touch
operation.
The profile of the milled depth after twenty consecutive touch operations at one spot is
shown in Figure 4-18. The experiments with three different tools in diameter were
performed at a spindle speed of 30,000, a threshold voltage of 0.07 volts, and in the Z
axis approach. The effect of the tool diameter on milled depth seems to make difference
between 152 and 396 µm. For the smaller tool of 152 µm, the milled depth after twenty
operations is about 20 µm and the milled depth per one touch is on average 1.0 μm.
whereas, for the two larger tool of 396, and 792 µm, the milled depth per one touch
operation on the surface of a workpiece is as shallow as 0.55 and 0.65 µm, respectively.
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Figure 4-18: The milled depth after twenty consecutive touches operation.
The milled depth was examined on the effect of the tool diameters and two micro-flat
endmills of 396 and 792 were selected. Figure 4-19 shows average milled depth per a
touch operation in two approach directions, considering all conditions as shown in Table
10. Considering the tool approach direction, X/Y axis tool approach direction result in
more or less smaller milled depth than Z axis direction. For the Z axis direction, the
milled depth per one touch operation is on average as deep as 0.49 and 0.61 µm in dia. of
396 and 792 μm, respectively. For the X/Y axis approach, the surface was milled as
shallow as 0.23 and 0.10 µm, respectively.
The threshold voltage is also studied to verify the effect on the milled depth on the
workpiece surface. Figure 4-20 shows, in the X/Y and Z axis directions, the average
milled depth per a touch operation at two selected threshold of 0.07 and 0.12 Volts, using
micro-endmill in dia. of 396, and 792 μm. It is found the lower threshold voltage of 0.07
has milled depth as shallow as 0.35 μm on average in consideration of both directions.
Whereas, for the higher threshold voltage of 0.12, the milled depth is as deep as 0.42 μm.
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Figure 4-19: Average milled depth for the tool diameter of 396 and 792 μm.
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Figure 4-20: The milled depth errors for the two threshold voltages of 0.07 and 0.12
volts.
4.6 Summary
In this research, for micro-machining tool setting, a new approach for surface touch
detection between a micro-tool and a workpiece is introduced. The accuracy of the
system is verified using two-flute micro flat endmills with respect to spindle speed,
threshold voltage. For the tool diameter, bigger tool in diameter is preferable to have
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better repeatability and less surface damage. The higher spindle speed and lower
threshold voltage are preferable to the sensitivity of the surface detection. However, since
the spindle vibrates or chatters at high spindle speed, it is highly required to find the
stable rotating speed range without any vibration and chattering considering the capacity
of the spindle. The sensitivity in two approaching directions of Z and X/Y axis is more or
less similar, showing only deviation less than 0.2 µm on average. In addition, for the
surface damage by the touch of the cutting tools, it is hard to avoid, however, under the
preferable conditions, the overall milled depth per one touch operation is maintained as
low as 0.7 µm, which is comparable to the surface roughness of the workpiece.
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Chapter 5: Probing System for Measurement of Micro-Scale
Components
In this chapter, the design of the acoustic emission (AE)-based probing system for
measurement of micro-scale component is studied. The basic concept of AE based touch
sensing is first addressed. Unlike spherical probe, the geometrical characteristics of the
wire-based probe are then studied. As basic requirements of the probing system, probing
forces and sensitivity of the AE signals at contact are analyzed. To verify the system,
experiments to examine the repeatability of the wire-based system are subsequently
reported.
5.1 Acoustic Emission (AE) Based Touch Sensing
5.1.1 Wire-Based Micro-Probe Geometry

A schematic of the wire-based probes is displayed in Figure 5-1. An alloy steel wire with
diameter of 100 µm is coupled to the end of the stylus. The wire is then bent at an angle,
αp, such that, as the stylus rotates, the effective diameter of the probe, Dp is larger than
the stylus diameter, Ds, i.e., Dp > Ds. The probe effective diameter Dp can be written as

𝐷𝑝 = 2𝑅𝑝 = 2𝐿𝑝 sin 𝛼𝑝 .

(5-1)

The effects of the bend angle, αp and the wire length, Lp, on the effective diameter, Dp,
are shown in Figure 5-2. It shows that fabrication of a probe with a desired effective
diameter can be achieved by adjusting the wire length and bend angle. For example, for a
probe tip whose length is fixed at 500 µm, the effective probe diameter becomes 174, 500,
and 866 µm at probe bend angles of 10, 30, and 60 degrees, respectively.
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5.1.2 Micro-Probe Sensing Method

The sensing method for the micro-probe is schematically summarized in Figure 5-3. The
probe is rotated and commanded to approach the object at a given approaching speed
(Figure 5-3(a)). As soon as the tip makes contact with the object surface (Figure 5-3(b)),
a burst of generated AE signal is picked up by the AE sensor as shown in Figure 5-3(c).
The AE signal is generated due to the rubbing between rotating tip and the object surface.
If the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the AE signal is larger than a threshold value, a
pulse is generated to halt the probe (Figure 5-3(d)) and the position is recorded. Pulses
generated due to subsequent AE generation are ignored.

Stylus
(Ls)

Lp

αp
Probe
Tip

Rp
Dp

Figure 5-1: Schematic of the wire-based micro-probe structure and geometry.
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Figure 5-2: Effective micro-probe diameter.
The probing system does not require a separate sensor for 3D measurement. As
shown in Figure 5-3, one AE sensor can sense the touch in X, Y, and Z directions. The
sensing method is slightly different in the Z direction because, when touch is detected,
the wire tip is in contact with the surface for the entire revolution, whereas the wire tip is
in contact with the surface for a short duration per revolution in the X and Y directions.
Also, the resolution of the probing system depends on the feed rate (µm/rev) determined
by the rotating speed (rev/min) and the approaching speed (mm/min). When the microprobe is at the surface, because there is only one probe tip rotating, the touch between the
probe tip and the object surface is guaranteed after a full revolution of the probe. Also, at
high feed rates, the probe wire tip may not be parallel with the approaching direction. The
effect of feed rates on the resolution is displayed in Figure 5-4 against a flat surface as an
example. As the feed rate is decreased, these errors can be minimized as can be seen in
Figure 5-4 (b).
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Figure 5-3: Micro-probe touch sensing system.
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Probing Resolution
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Figure 5-4: Effect of feed rate on probing resolution.
Figure 5-5 shows the effects of the spindle rotational speed and the approaching speed
on the resolution of the probe. Decreasing the approaching speed and increasing the
rotational speed improves the feed rate (µm/rev) and thus results in better resolution. It is
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shown in Figure 5-5 that, for example, at 60,000 rpm and the approaching speed of 1.2
mm/min, the resolution becomes less than 0.05 µm.
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Figure 5-5: Probing resolution.
5.1.3 Probing Force Analysis

The probing force and elastic deformation considering the probe design are discussed in
this section. For conventional spherical probe tips, according to Hertz theory [83], the
maximum acceptable probing force, Fp before plastic deformation is expressed as [12],

𝑌3 2
𝐹𝑝 ≈ 21 2 𝑅𝑠
𝐸𝑠

(5-2)

where Es is the equivalent Young‟s modulus, Y is the material yield strength, and Rs is the
radius of the sphere. For a probing sphere made of alloy steel with the radius of 250 µm,
the acceptable contact force becomes 60 mN. Because of the parabolic relationship, as
the size of the probe sphere decreases, the sensitivity of the probing system must be
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enhanced significantly in order to detect the touch before the contact force starts to
plastically deform the sphere.
Under the maximum probing allowable force, the elastic deflection, Ws of the stylus is
expressed as [84],

64𝐹𝑝 𝑙 3
𝑊𝑠 =
3𝜋𝐸𝑠𝑡 𝑑 4

(5-3)

where Est is Young‟s modulus of the shaft material, l and d is the length and diameter of
the stylus (assumed to be cylindrical) respectively. Figure 5-6 shows the schematics of
the allowable stylus deflection amount, Wa. When the stylus deflection is larger than Wa,
collision between the stylus and the contacting object surface occurs, causing errors in the
measurement. The collision occurs when Ws > Wa, i.e., the stylus deflection is larger than
the allowable amount.

Wa

Wa

d

d

Collision
l
(stylus
length)

Ds
(a)

(b)

Figure 5-6: Probe touch against surface: (a) allowable stylus deflection amount and (b)
collision due to deflection.
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Figure 5-7 shows a plot of the stylus deflection at different stylus lengths varying the
stylus diameter. It also shows a plot of the allowable amount as a function of the stylus
diameter. It is indicated in Figure 5-7 that, for a probe sphere diameter of 500 µm, the
stylus diameter cannot be smaller than 210 µm if the stylus length is 5 mm. Otherwise,
collision between the stylus and the object surface would occur with the probing force, Fp,
of 60 mN. If the stylus length is increased to 10 mm, collision would always occur. This
indicates that, as the spherical probe diameter is reduced, the sensitivity of touch force

Stylus deflection ( Ws , μm)

measurement and stiffness of the stylus need to be increased significantly.

400
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l = 5.0 mm
l = 10 mm

300

200
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100

0
100

200

300

400

500

600

Stylus Diameter (d, μm)
Figure 5-7: Stylus deflection with probe diameter of 500 µm and probing force of 60 mN.
For the wire-based probe, the contact detection is not based on measurement of
contact forces but acoustic emissions. Thus, the speed of the wire tip more likely plays
important role than the contact force for touch sensing. Nevertheless, forces are exerted
on the probe tip during the contact. Since the wire diameter is much smaller than the
stylus, the stylus can be considered to be rigid compared to the wire. The wire is a
cantilever beam at an angle, and at the moment of contact, when the contact force is

imposed on the probe tip, as shown in Figure 5-8, the maximum deflection, δmax
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in the

radial direction is determined by,

𝛿max =

𝐹𝑝 𝐿𝑝3
𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝛼𝑝
3𝐸𝑝 𝐼

(5-4)

where, Fp is the maximum acceptable probing force, αp is the probe tip bend angle, Lp is
the wire length, Ep is the Young‟s Modulus of the material, and I (=πrp4/4, where, rp is
probe radius) is Momentum of Inertia. The decrease in the effective diameter of the probe
tip, Dp* due to the wire deflection can be written as

𝐷𝑝∗ = 𝐷𝑝 − 2𝛿max

(5-5)

When the probe tip deflection, δmax is larger than the allowable stylus deflection
amount, Wa, i.e., δmax > Wa, there would be collision between the stylus and the
contacting object surface. For the probing force, Fp, of 60 mN, a thin alloy steel wire of
100 µm diameter and 500 µm length, and the probe tip bend angle of 30 degree, the
deflection of the wire in the radial direction (δmax) comes out to be 1.7 µm as shown in
Figure 5-9. This indicates that as long as the wire sticks out, relative to the stylus
diameter, more than 1.7 µm in the radial direction, collision would not occur with the
wire-based probe under the contact force of less than 60 mN. This also implies that as the
desired effective diameter of the wire-based probe is decreased, a simple analysis can be
conducted to be determined the required geometry of the wire. As the effective probing
diameter is decreased, fabrication of the desired geometry of the wire is relatively simpler
as well, compared to spherical probes.
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Figure 5-8: Schematic of the probe tip deflection.
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Figure 5-9: Radial deflection, δmax with wire-based probe tip.
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5.2 Contact Evaluation Experiments
5.2.1 Experimental Setup

A custom built precision-motion system (Alio Industries) with three linear stages having
less than 100 nm resolution and a spindle (NSK E800Z) at maximum 80,000 rev/min
(RPM) were used to test the wire-based probing system (Figure 5-10(a)). A Mitutoyo
gauge block (ASME grade 0) was used as test piece and the contact between the wire and
the gauge surface was measured using the AE detection method described above. A
prototype of wire-based probe was fabricated as shown in Figure 5-10(b). A Physical
Acoustics Nano 30 AE sensor was used for detection of the touch between the probe tip
and the block gauge surface. In order to measure the contact force, a Kistler MiniDyn
9256C1 dynamometer was used as shown in Figure 5-10(a).

Micro-Probing System
built in precision-motion stage

Micro-Probe
Block Gauge
Dynamometer
AE Sensor

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-10: (a) Precision motion stage with micro-probing system and (b) wire-based
probe.
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5.2.2 AE and Force Sensing Analysis

Experiments were conducted to examine the AE and force signals during the contact
between the wire-based probe tip and the gauge surface. Figure 5-11 shows measured
profiles of the AE and force signals at the spindle speed of 60,000 rpm and the
approaching speed of 3 mm/min, resulting in the feed rate of 0.05 µm/rev. As soon as the
touch is detected, the probe was stopped for two seconds and retracted back from the
surface. During the two seconds that the probe was stationary, the wire or probe tip kept
touching the surface per revolution.
As shown in Figure 5-11(a) between 2 and 4 seconds, increase in the AE amplitudes
as well as in the root mean square value of the AE signals (AERms) is clearly seen.
However, the force signals in all X, Y, and Z directions shown in Figure 5-11(b) do not
show much increase in the magnitudes. The frequency spectra of the force signals shown
in Figure 5-12 reveal that there is no peak at the spindle frequency (1000 Hz), but there
seem to be noise signals at frequencies lower than 500 Hz. This indicates that the
magnitudes of the contact forces were lower than those of the noise signals. This also
shows that the AE signals are sensitive and effective for contact detection using the wirebased probe.
Figure 5-13 shows how the AERms values depend on the RPM of the wire-based
probe. As shown, the AERms increases almost linearly with the RPM, indicating that the
signal-to-noise ratio increases with increasing RPM. More AE is generated because of the
higher impact caused by the higher wire tip velocity at higher RPM. This implies that
probing at higher RPM may be more desirable as long as the imbalance dynamics does
not play a role in causing significant errors in the measurement. Further study on the
probe tip dynamics is required to determine the optimum RPM for probing.
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Figure 5-11: (a) Acoustic emission signal and (b) force signals in X, Y, and Z directions.
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Figure 5-12: Frequency spectra of forces in X and Y directions.
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Figure 5-13: Effect of RPM on AERms.
5.3 Repeatability Experiments
Experiments were conducted to examine the repeatability of the wire-based probing
system. Experiments were also conducted to verify the effectiveness of the wire-based
probe with respect to the probe approaching speed, spindle speed (RPM), probe bend
angle, and wire length. The probing measurements were carried out using the wire-based
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probing system. Two experiments under an identical condition are conducted and, which
is separately plotted into Exp. #1 and Exp. #2 in the Figures. The each touch operation
was repeated ten times and the repeatability is expressed into three-sigma (3σ) as an
evaluation indicator. Parameters such as spindle speed, approaching speed, and probe
geometries such as wire length and bend angle seem to affect the repeatability of the
wire-based probing system. Thus, the effect of each parameter on the probing system
repeatability was studied and verified.
5.3.1 Effect of Spindle Speed

To study the effect of the spindle speed, four different speeds from 30,000 to 60,000
rev/min (RPM) were selected at the approaching speed of 0.6 mm/min, wire length of 1.0
mm, and bend angle of 30 degrees. The effect of spindle speed on AErms was given in
Figure 5-13, which showed that increasing spindle speed increased AErms. Similar
results for the effect on repeatability are shown in Figure 5-14. As the spindle speed is
increased, the repeatability seems to improve as well due to the increased sensitivity,
except at 30,000 rpm. The decrease in the effect of the spindle dynamics at 30,000 rpm
may have improved the repeatability of the probing system. Further study is required to
examine the effect of the spindle dynamics. At 60,000 rpm, the system‟s repeatability is
within 1.5 to 2.5 µm.
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Figure 5-14: Effect of spindle speed on repeatability.

5.3.2 Effect of Approaching Speed

As shown in Figure 5-15, better repeatability is achieved in the Z direction than in the X
direction at the spindle speed of 50000 rpm. This may be due to longer touch between the
probe tip and the surface in the Z direction. Also, as shown in Figure 5-15, the
approaching speed does not seem to have significant effect on the repeatability although
the resolution increases with the approaching speed. This is because, for the approaching
speeds considered, the resolution (~ 0.1 µm) is much smaller than the repeatability values.
The noise in the signal, spindle dynamics, and wire vibrations may have caused the
repeatability values to be much higher than the resolution. Further study is required to
understand the factors affecting the repeatability and reduce the effects of these factors to
improve the repeatability.
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Figure 5-15: Effect of approaching speed on repeatability.

5.3.3 Effect of Wire Geometry

The effects of the wire geometry (wire bend angle and length) are also examined.
Repeatability experiments were conducted using three different bend angles (30, 45, and
60 degrees) with 1 mm wire length probe and four different wire lengths (0.5, 0.8, 1.6,
and 2.4 mm) with 30 degree bend angle. The spindle speed and the approaching speed
were 60,000 rpm and 0.6 mm/min, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 5-16.
The bend angle of 45o seems to result in the best repeatability values as shown in Figure
5-16(a). For the wire length as shown in Figure 5-16(b), as the length increases, the
repeatability increases. This may be due to increased flexibility of the wire as the length
is increased. Consequently, shorter wire length is preferred for better repeatability of the
wire-based probe.
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Figure 5-16: Effect of wire (a) bend angle and (b) length.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
A micro-endmilling force model and three subsystems for miniature machine tools
(mMTs) are introduced in this thesis. This research work has been carried out to enhance
the machined part quality and productivity of the micro-machining. The following
conclusions can be drawn.
A mechanistic micro-endmilling force model has been developed considering two
different cutting mechanisms (minimum chip thickness effect), elastic recovery, changes
in the effective rake angle, and flank face rubbing. Experiments are conducted to validate
the model for Al 6061, and the model appropriately predicts force profiles for a wide
range of feed rates, and prediction of RMS values of the resultant forces is within 12%
error. From this research work, following conclusions can be drawn:


The effect of the minimum chip thickness and plowing continue even after the
feed rate is increased higher than the minimum chip thickness until the feed
rate is increased substantially higher (more than two times the minimum chip
thickness).



Contributions of the plowing and rubbing forces are significant at low feed
rates though relatively smaller at higher feed rates. These contributions
become higher with increased edge radius. Thus, it is imperative to maintain
low edge radius for micro end mills. This is important to consider when
coating micro end mills because coating can increase the edge radius.



The effective rake angle becomes highly negative and independent of the tool
rake angle when the uncut chip thickness is less than the edge radius. The edge
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radius has significant effect on the effective rake angle, and the effective rake
angle become much more negative when the edge radius is increased.


Increasing the elastic recovery rate increases the micro-endmilling forces at
low feed rates, but its impact diminishes as the feed rate is increased.

A new compact cutting fluid application system based on ultrasonic atomization has
been designed and developed. The system was evaluated in terms of its focusing
capability of the generated spray. The effects of different nozzle geometries and system
input parameters (mist and spray velocities) on spray focusing have been examined.
Areas of improvement for the design have been identifies and a second generation system
has also been developed. The following conclusions can be drawn from this work:


The position of the nozzle with respect to the cutting zone is likely very
critical for the system‟s cooling and lubricating performance since the spray
focuses at a specific point and then diverges.



It is preferable to have the high speed air jet pipe within the nozzle and a
converging slope for the nozzle for better focusing of the spray.



The mist velocity has negative effect and the spray velocity has positive effect
on the spray focusing, but further study is required to determine their effects
on actual cutting performance.



The second generation system can focus the spray as small as 1.0 mm, which
is comparable to the size of the cutting zone in micro-milling.

For tool setting in a micro-machining, a new approach for surface touch detection
between a micro-tool and a workpiece is introduced. The accuracy of the system is
verified using two-flute flat endmills with respect to tool diameter, spindle speed,
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threshold voltage, and tool approach direction. The following conclusion can be drawn in
this work:


For the tool diameter, bigger tool in diameter is preferable to have better
repeatability and less surface damage.



The higher spindle speed and lower threshold voltage are preferable to the
sensitivity of the surface detection. However, since the spindle vibrates or
chatters at high spindle speed, it is highly required to find the stable rotating
speed range without any vibration and chattering considering the capacity of
the spindle.



The sensitivity in two approaching directions of Z and X/Y axis is more or less
similar, showing only deviation less than 0.2 µm on average. In addition, for
the surface damage by the touch of the cutting tools, it is hard to avoid,
however, under the preferable conditions, the overall milled depth per one
touch operation is maintained as low as 0.7 µ m, which is comparable to the
surface roughness of the workpiece.

For quality control of the machined miniaturized components, a new micro-probing
system with a wire-based probe and AE sensor is developed. The geometry of the probe
and the use of the AE sensor enable the probing system to be cost-effective and easily
scalable for micro-scale components. The following conclusions can be drawn from the
research work:


Sensing in all X, Y, and Z axial directions is possible with one AE sensor with
the new probing system.
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The experimental results show that AE signals are sensitive and effective for
contact detection using the wire-based probe.



The probing system has better repeatability in the Z direction possibly due to
longer contact per revolution.



The sensitivity and repeatability improves as the spindle speed is increased.



The approaching speed does not seem to have much effect on the probing
system repeatability.



Increasing the wire length of the probe increases the repeatability values, likely
due to increased flexibility of the wire.

6.2 Future Work
The developed force model in this research accurately predicted the force profile and
RMS of cutting forces. Also, three subsystems for miniature machine tools (mMTs) have
been proved effective to improve the machined part quality. However, there are still
possible rooms to improve. The following future work can be discussed.
For the micro-endmilling force model, there are still several assumptions and
limitations associated with the proposed micro-endmilling force model. It is assumed that
the plowing coefficients are the same whether they are for plowing under the edge with
chip formation in the shearing-dominant regime and plowing without chip formation in
the plowing-dominant regime. Since plowing coefficients correspond to the energy
required for material deformation and flow under the edge, this assumption is reasonable.
The workpiece is assumed to be uniform and rigid. The rigidity assumption of the
workpiece was taken because the micro-endmill is typically less stiff due to its small size.
Furthermore, there are forces acting on the tool at the bottom of the tool because it rubs
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against the elastically recovered material. Also, thermal effects (spindle speed effects)
and the effects of workpiece material properties are not considered in force model
development. The effect of these parameters is subject to future studies.
For the cutting fluid application system, the velocity of two air supplies of a mist
velocity and spray velocity seems to be important to control the focused spray. The mist
velocity shows negative effect and the spray velocity has positive effect on the spray
focusing. However, further study is required to determine their effects on actual cutting
performance. Also, converging slope for the nozzle proved effective for the spray
focusing, however computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is needed for nozzle design
optimization to form better focused and narrowed spray.
For AE-based tool tip sensing system, experiments were conducted to examine the
repeatability of the touch-off detection between the tool tip and the workpiece surface, in
which, to study the effect of the various parameters, four parameters were investigated
However, there seems to be more factors which affect the accuracy of the system. Since
the experiment was carried out only on Al 6061, various materials with different
properties may affect the repeatability and accuracy. Also, as an active sensing element,
acoustic emission (AE) is employed. Since the location and number of the sensor may
affect the sensitivity, further work is required to understand the effects of these factors for
the repeatability improvement. In addition, for the accuracy evaluation of the system was
not studied. The comparison experiment with an commercial available systems in the
market will be studied to verify the accuracy of the proposed system.
Finally, the probing system for the dimensional measurement of micro-components
was introduced in this thesis. For the probing evaluation, the effect of the three
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parameters of the probe geometry, spindle speed, and probe approach speed were
inspected. Probe itself, in particular, seemed to have more effects on the repeatability due
to the geometry variation by the external energy during probing operation. Since the
wire-based probe is coupled to a rotating spindle, wire wear is more significant compared
to a spherical probe type, which results in frequent calibration of the effective diameter of
the probe. Thus, the wire material is important factor to consider and further study is
required.
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